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PREFACE

Introduction to the Dooumentation

The doouments assooiated with the Reading Error Prot000l Study oon-
sist of six volumes.

Volume One, the present volume, oontains three parts: 1) introduo-
tory seotions desoriblng the background to the study; 2) teohnloal seo-
Lona on the subjects and the texts-used ia.this study, and on the
inter-rater reliability of the data transcription; 3) seotions oompris-
ing a user's manual for the transoription system.

The remaining five volumes oontain the data of the study. The
organization is as follows. Subjects are grouped by grade level at the
time of the tape reoording. Within a grade, subjeots are ordered by
data souroe. All subjeots at a given grade and from a given oontribu-
tor, then, are grouped together. Within that blook, subjeots are
ordered.byidentifloation oode (see seotion I of the Transoription Sys-
tem Manual for further information on the identification code).

Volume ,Two contains grades one and two.

Volume Three oontains grades three and four.

-*MUM Pour contains grade five.

Volume Five contains grade six.

Volume Six contains grades eight, nine and ten.

ii
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I. PURPOSE

The purpose of this study is to facilitate the study of the reading,
acquisition Ordoess through the analysis of reading errors by Making
readily available in usable tom to reading researchers a large:body of
reading error data. This body of errors will- also-provide A source of
data that can be used in training teachers of reading.

II. RATIONALE

Over the past decade or more there has been a growing interest- in
the study of the errors that children make while reading aloud: The
study of errors affords an almost unique method of studying reading per
formanoei- 'First, there -is evidence that- oral performance in general and.'

.reading errors in particular provide a refleotion of the -Central:pro-.
ceasing that is 001111110E3 to both' Oral and silent reading, (Swansen,-..-1937.;
Pairbenke, 1931). Seo'ond, .reading ,errors provide information .about :the. _

ongoing reading process while it is. taking place. Third,: brat reading
performinci.h.as a high- degree. of that;_orel'.read-
ing .a normal and iiiportant-Lpart--ef_:,r,i4nt;Anora pp-
Pinailyi:-.;readiNg7::'000::Aetmixloiii.''tibicasi..0iii7or:
tiple ,sources of:. information on the ;reading .procesti fromthei,aame
For '!example,' a: given .riading error: Or set :of trrOre,:oan :prOy.4401)tono

t
information raiding the : :: - relatiVe influence'

sokircei of" rietion (Otto, :

These - adrrsatia vs o
oess her,: ied !to
had .'41?-00014:: influenoe on :::0-ead
hiferTeholitifit
lahgUage:::':ratrtiotere 'froirl-the earliest i
aittl14 ,.13441t; 4.4040 -40 Olet::
*(k 46hition, :1974)
sr
1 1970

;__ .,
vtallitic-erro0 to etc:
iosighti :Into, the :ree,d,

etiittetleit

'es of `rig

-11mohoe-
ab*

a. a Ate,
readers OW

Ween.;..;hei.ux ehtipct
information 's.:

tioo' changes `: as:.- ;:.reading ; skill: .is:: _aaqui d Veber

ist04,0 elisidiOcArrorr*igeo
liowe -44047'

..6" imea
r :;1714911 410tt itj

00040.
100000 ir'must, tape:` ohil'dren'a. oral 'reading eifleati

_ .
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Douro,: Dr. RoseMarie Weber
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

Subjeotsi The subjeots from this souroe were from a "high" reading
group used by Dr. Weber in-a suboomponent of her oral
-reidihg 'error "'Work: Those subjeoti were -imitimnhkr in
1965, reading from the 7-armarmint, (FP) and Sanaa

.(S13) books in the D.C. Beath.Co. "Reading Caravan"
series. Rift subject read a one..' or two-page soleotion
twioe at a one week interval: onoe before the group
instruotion occurred and onoe after.

Grade Level # of Subjeots # of Passages

1 6 66



Source: , Mr. Donald Ji Leu
Sohool of Education
University of California
Berkeley, California

Subjects: The subjeots seleotod-from Mt. Louis data were the first
graders from a first-grade/fifth-grade study. Three
stories were selected from among a oolleotion of several
dozen because they were read by more subjects. The
stories read are:

LEU Story #12 - "A Bus Bide"

LIU Story #27 - "Happy Faoesn

LIU Story #34 - Lionts-Tailn-

Those selections are from. the Scott gorosman 1976 basal
series. Reading levels scores are provided by the fol-
lowing measuros:.SurVey of Primary, Reading Development
(Form B), Gilmore Oral Audial -Testators C), Metropolitan
Achievement Tests (Primary Z, Form F).

Grade Level # of Subjects # of Passages

1 11 33



Souroe:

Subjeote:

Dr. Joseph Danks
Professor of Psyohology
Kent State University
Kent, Ohio

Th4 subioots seleoted from Dr. Danks, oolleotion were in
an experiment involving altered texts. At eaoh grade
basio text was used *Loh had five different versions.
Eaoh version had the same twenty target positions distri
buted throughout the text, where one of five alteration
oonditions held:

1) no °hangs - the point in the text was left unal-
tered.
2) semantio - an out-of-oontext word was substituted
for the target word.
3) gyntaotio - a morphologioal ohange was made to the
target word rendering it syntaotioally inoorreot.
4) nonsense - a non6word was substituted for the target
word.
5) false information - a sentenoe or aims immediately
preoeding the target word was altered to- present story
information inoongruous with the targetsentenoo.

To distinguish between the alterations and the rest of
the-text in thi protoodi preionted here, the alterations
are hand-written in 'upper moo letter. The rest.of the':
text, is typet-in as usual.:.ftooPtione'to this are a tel

of tyPographiOsi errors whioh were oorreoted by
hand in u0Per,m41.-

Reading levels were_Provided by Dr.' Danks. The distill.-
lions were'"good,* l'average,"- and Alpoor" a000rding to
tsaoher plaoement_in olassroom reading_groupa.

Grade Level # of Subjeots # of Passages-

a 16 31

4 15 15

6 9 9

Total 40 55
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In this seotion the technical information for each text used in The
Reading Error Protocol Study is presented. Table 2 lists for each text
the numberuf subjects reading it, by grade and by source. The texts
are listed by a oode name keyed, in most cases, to the name of the data
contributor. The order in whioh the texts appear in Table 2 is the same
as that in which the texts appear in the remainder of this section. For
each text the following information is provided on a separate-sheet.

1) The identifying code.

2) Bibliographic information (title, author, text book series, pub-
lisher, copyright date).

3) Study or studies for which the text was used.

4) Readability information. The Fry Method of Estimating Readabil--
ity (by Edward- Fry, Rutgers University Reading' Center, -New Brunswick,
NJ) and/or the Dale -Chall Readability Formula (R.T. Williams

,

niagat
lacTeanher4 November, 1972) were applied to all'the texts. The result-
ing grade equivalenoe score is presented-on the introduotory sheet for
each text. In the oast, of -the oral reading teats -(Gray and Gilmore) the
:score for each paragraph is provided.

5) Following each informational page, a copy of the respective text
appears. The oopy shows the line, paragraph and page breaks of the text
actually seen -by tbe.-subjects reading the texts. This 'is: presented in
order to provide information crucial to 'the understanding of errors-
which.ocour at these breaks. The following symbols, are used:

end of line: /

paragraph beginning: I"

end of Page: 1



Table 2

Number of Subjects

Reading Each Text,

by Source and by Grade

9

0

P-36-1

P-36-2

P-99-1

F-99-2

F-109-1

F-109-2

F7140-1

P-1404.,

B-784



Table 2
(continued)

Number of Subjects
Reading Each Text,

by Source and by Grade

TEXT
C.koz DNK

4

,-.-.

LEO 12 11

LEO Z7 11
.

LW 34 11

DNK/02/1/1 3

DNI/02/1/2 3

DOI/02/2/1 3

DNK/02/2/2 3

DNK/02/3/1 3

.DNK/02/3/2 3

'DNA/02/4/1 3

.- DNK/02/4/2 3

:DNK/02/1/1- 4

-:polyaz/s/2 3

-DOK/04/1 4

DNK/04/2 2

_-.1)4K/04/3 3

bNK/04/4 3

i:0004/3 3

-DNK/06/1 3

ANK/06/2 2

DNK/06/3 1

,bta/06/4 '- 1

ANK/06/5. 1

21
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GRAY

Gray Oral Reading Test, Form A, 1963
Bobbe- Merrill Co., Inc.
4300 IN 62nd Street
Indianapolis, IN 46206

Used by the following R.E.P.S. contributors:

$IM

MIL

MSC

Readability:

Paragraph Dale-Chall Fry

1 - 1st
2 - 1st
3 - 1st
4 - low 2nd
5 - low 3rd
6 low 5th high 6th
7 low 5th -
8 9th -
9 11th -
10 low10th -
11 15th -
12 12th. -
13 15th -

"Reprinted by permission of the publisher"



Stan TUT 9.EV. TAPS

READVIG UL .

t,
ID AGE GRADE SEX ETIMICITY

Al 1.gLook, Mather, look./ 2. See me go./ 3. I go up./ 4. I come down./ 5. Come here,

Mother./ 6. oma end play with me. ]] Time

AZ 1, piA boy said, "gun, little girl./ 2. Run with ate to the boat."/ 3. They ran and ran./

4. "This is fun," said the boy./ 5. "Look," said the girl./ 6. "I see something in the

boat./ 7. It is my kitten,/ S. She wants Co play."M Ttme

A3 1. eon. morning a boy made a boat. 2. "Where/can I play with it?" be asked./ 3. Father

maid, "COMA with me in the oar:/ 4. We will take your boat with us."/ 5. Soon the boy

called, "Please stop. 6. I see /water. 7. May I play here?"/ S. "Yes," said Father.

9. "have a good " Time

A4 1.f One day five children went out to play in/the beautiful white snow. 2. They played

for afloas time and then began to make snow, animals. 3.g one of the animals was a dog.

4. Soon the /dog seat door cams out of the house. 5. When he /saw the snow dog he said,

"Bev -wow," Celts children laughed. 7. "Novice have a/dog that can bark."I

Time
AS 1. g It was pet day at the fair. 2. The children/were waiting for the parade of animals

to begin./ 3. They had trained their pets to do many different/tricks.' 4.,. Among them

was a tall boy whose pat/sada trouble for bin. 5. It kicked and tried hard/to break

away. 6. When it heard the band it/became quiet. 7. During the parade it denCed so/



A6 1. e Airplane pilots have many important/jobs. 2. They fly passengers, freight, and mail/

from one city to another. 3. Sometimes theyaulkadengerous rescues in land and sea

accidents,/and drop food where people or herds are starving./ 4. They bring strange

animals from dense jungles/to our zoos. 5. They also serve as traffic police/and spot

speeding cars on bighsrays.31 Time

Al 1. eltincireds of years ago, most of Europe was/a very poor region. 2. But China, a large

country/in eastern Asia, had many of the comforts of/a rich civilized nation. 3. Only a

few people from/Europe had visited this distant region. 4. One/was the famous Marco Polo.

5. Re learned some of/the languages that were spoken in China and served/its great ruler

for many years. 3 Tine

.A8.-.1.1The eager spectators who had cheered the/plucky Warriors through eight bard-fought

-innings/were silent. 2. Only a run was required to defeat/the Inch feared Champions,

who had previously/defeated all opponents. 3. The spectators had/earlier criticized

the umpire severely. 4. Mow/their faces were tense with excitement as the players took

.theirpoSitions.31 Tine

- 1.,eTbii oil industry has been greatly increased/by recent advances in science.

. -Geologists ?save /discovered new ways of locating veins of 01.1-41reducing rock. 3- Problems'

-gusher control havetbeen.saved. 4. Very effective also =0,mm:ex/methods of refining

ich have reaultedin:4-higherratip of quality fuel oil from a/given



Al0 1, :la :espouse to the impulse of habit Joseph/rose and spoke as in former days. 2. Ee

spebeivigorouelP, continuously, And persuasively while/the others listened attentively

but in grim and /contemptuous silence. 3. Finally exhausted. Joseph/hesitated for a

=mot; as often happens in/such Circumstances he became confused and was/unable to

resume spesking.3 Time

All 1. View of the hypotheses about physical/phenomena formulated by early philosophers

nets /inconsistent and in most cases could not be/universally applied. In order to develop

accurate/principles very capable physicists. mathematicians, /and statisticians had to

cooperate wholeheartedly/over long periods of time to verify numerous basic facts/and

assumptions. 3 Time

Al 1. C Zs s concluding lecture on sidereal spaces, /the astronomer contrasted the infinitesimal

difference/in the distance of the moon from the earth at apogee/and at perigee with the

great difference in the distance/of the earth from the sun at aphelion and at Perihelion./

2. The students interrogated him, evidencing precociousness/and lucidity in expression.

Time

Al3 1. gpuring s hiatus in the desultory firing, the apt/lieutenant clambered wearily over

the detritus piled/against the redoubts. 2. Beneath a canopy of empyrean/blue lay the

-,quiet, bucolic landscape, its pristine/beaut? now difiled by myriad diminutive

ronontories thrown/up by the mortar shells, but radiating momentarily antleeaNicahle

!PuriMitm calm and peace. Tine



STORY TErY 1MT TAPS GRADS ID AGE SEX ETLIICITZ

11ADL4G LEA, READABILITY

A Day At Home

1. L. One day Sob Watson was sick./ 2. He bad to stay home from school. 3. He/stayed in bed all

day. 4. And be looked/out the window to see what was happening/to the street.

2. L. He saw Mrs. Miller go to the/store. 2. Rs saw Mr. Burke bring the/mail. 3. Be saw sir.

Goodman bring the/mil .

3. :1. Then he sew something bad. 2. Re/sew dark smoke casing out of the window/of Mrs. Miller's

house. 3. Bob knew that/no one was in the house to see the sosoke.11

4. el. Bob called to his mother, 2. And/he shoved her the smoke. 3. Then Bob/looked out the

window. 4. Re kept/looking at the smoke coming out of/Mrs. Miller's house.

5.-g1. In a few minutes a fire truck cams /down the street. 2. Firemen Jumped down/and pulled hoses,4-

off the truck. 3. And/they sprayed water on Mrs. Miller's/house.

6. el. When there Wes no more smoke the/firemen stopped spraying the water./ 2. They put the boss.-'

on the fire truck./ 3. And the fire truck went away.

7. :1. Bob looked out the window. 2. Re/sow NM Miller coma home from the store 3. Es saw-hie.

mother talk to Mrs. "Miller./ 4. Sob was glad that he stayed home from/school, 4. Mrs.

aaa glad that Sob/stayed home from schoo1.11

Tins Rate Camp.

27
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GILMORE

Gilmore Oral Reading Test
The.Psyshological Corporation
757 Third Avenue
New York, MY 10011

Used by the following R.E.P.S. contributor:

TAM

Readability:

Paragraph Dale-Chall 'Pry

1

2
lot
tat

3 below 4th high let
4 below 4th 4th
5 high 4th high 7th
6 low 7th
7 low 7th
8 8th

10th
10 12th

"Reproduced from the Gilmore Oral Reading Test by permission.
Copyright 1968 by Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
All rights reserved."



STUDY TUT Gilmore TAPE to AGE GRADE SEX ETHNICITY

READLVG LEVEL

1. 1. I see a boy./ 2. Re has a dog./ 3. Here is a girl./ 4. I see a cat, coo./ 5. The man is

Father./ 6. Mother is in the house.] Time Race Comp.

2. 1. The girl is in the yard./ 2. The girl has a big ball./ 3. The boy is back of the girl./

4. Re is playing with his dog./ 5. The cat looks at the girl./ 6. Re wants to play bail, too./

7. The girl does not see that cat./ 8. She is looking at the hall.

Tine Rate Comp.

3. 1. The name of the boy is Bob./ 2. The name of his sister is Jane./ 3. They live with their

parents/in a white house near the city./ 4. They are playing on the walk/ 5. The dog and cat

are their pees./ 6. After Father bas gone to work,/ the children leave for schoo1.3

Time Rate Camp.

4. 1.1other waves good-by to Father each morning. 2. She/begins the housework soon after h

leaves. 3. Sob and Jane/help her before they go to school. 4. They dry the dishes

their own roams. 5. After Mother has finished the work/indoors, she goes out to her prett

4

flower gar am. 6. She tends/it nearly every day for about an hour.' 7. Mother does all her

work -with great care.] Tine Rate

error, morning Father goes to his office by train. 2. Re/usually leaves_the house.abou

ht o'clock. 3. In rainy weather/Mother drives him to the station. 4. When the tra

Ches. the/city at eight forty -five, Father goes to the general offices of his/camPany.

eleVater carriel'himto the eleventh floor 6. Rii important positiOn_takei
-

and': many /even ings -he doesn't 'arrive' hams _until lace. = 7. Bob- and .../anM..la

29
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Glebe ID Sg ETHUICTIT AGE

TBSIISCR7.11ED By-. -
ars ink of i *bab

. .

tt. you to th t al' y sittim " fey* fath.r/iiid1."thá;dot1this

a. baby sitting. 2. Think of iOaohineOWOih.: 3. Part of yaut:at.iletati4.4.-

,hapPem/to. do your studying in the room where your baby brother / is slaePing,..-i
. .;

ped:10:Mither With her/coat, and then they Serf gamed , : '

. . .

, , , _ . !",

So education : it Vi$ 2. I opened the diatiomary::, and picked/ out a Sand that OS

3J4 4, Might *as wilt study word*maaiiings--fit.---
_ .

1o1OPhini2.:s/shoWingTralmiees.and*courage'in the face fortune. '/ 6 z.$441,4
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. .

'..biOthit., WY:Arra-4de 'elm ii13.y.babY* gonads/and bag*" to OrY.r..6." "Philisopbical:!"

.

shouted, 1.0. "Go ahead and crY. c17/111 Yala,t!ant to .12. It t. disturb

. . .

ue I begeit_tO/fsel &little foolish mad..asliamed. 14. After all, t/Andrsw

ult.rhat had to Stay home with him./
*4:-i*!1,'*'-i:

leaned on the baby bad. 2. "You see," I said, "it helps/ma to remember the word :0
.

flisitions if I read them out/laud. 3. They impress my mind better that Way."

. . . - .. . - -
. _

:

mg and tried to take held of tha dictionary./ 5. "Let's see what ifs 01;gi...::.

," I said. 6. "Savage:/wild; nat tamed: 7. Sinewy: steam, strong Or PowerfS
_

. .. . .
. .

!I 'Seem. 4.-; to qtit

:was ,s0.,

4ova. 9. i*.piua."they ;do hams .a,-s.o.o** h **.*,s ..
. .

. . . .

- I went on raadimg the words aloud. 12. 1:11tia suppojec

. .

.r.



!outing.

'I. 4prisa a ;ha: stadant vials/ills lama. ari;iaal onside . aat.:- ,17.

a;:saiiius.,- ea Gas:high to :plaatsam.

Tsi.;,019;

1,40:.,100 ma



12. ''Splendid! Splendid:" he said, putting the tips of his/fingers together and nodding his

head. 13. 1.11 could put it/on between nine and ten on Thursdays and... 14. Milt a/minute!

13. You haven't told me what the idea is, Yet!"/:16. 'Well ," I said, "my baby brother is a

pretty good/brother." 17. Than I added, "AS little brothers go. " /g13. "Uow sac here!

19. I'm a vary busy man: " /g20. "Yes, sir. 21. Well, my idea would is for you to choose

a/baby for your TV programs. 22. The baby could advertise/things like -- well, milk or baby

clothes. 23. There are lots/of things babies use. 24. You could get a sponsor. " /

6 IL. :!r. Earnaby was impressed. 2. "Hummm," he said, "you/may have an idea of value."

3i Rs walked around the office, /thinking. 4. "Yes. 5. We could have a contest and pick

a baby/out of all eh* babies in town. "/g "Excuse me, sir," I said,, "but I think it would

be better/mot to have a contest. 7. If you havea contest, then all the/mothers whose

babies don't win will be mad at you. 8. They/might even refuse to buy the things you

advertise on your/station."/19. Ht. larnaby stopped pacing. 10. "Rummm," he said.

11. "You /may be right. 12. Wouldn't want to imperil our good will."/!12. "And so you

.could just pickmy little brother," I said. /e14. "He'd do just as well as anyone else his

.4 a."/e13. "Row old is he?"/118. "Eight months," I said./ 17. "But he is going on nine.''

said -'fr. Barnaby, "let ne see now." 19. Re was/pacing the floor again.

"The typical baby. 21. That's it./ 22. Typical! 23. A baby like everyone else's

baby/avoryoma will love. 23. An excellent ideaV/g26. "Sure," I said.

mmuld.;44esome mowing_pictures/of him when he's at his bast."/e28. daonsense,.
: , .
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my boy," Xr. Bernal*, said. 29. "If we do this, /it will be a live show. 30. Live, boy,

liver/31. "But what if he cries or something?", I asked./C32. 'All babies cry," said

3arnaby. 33. "He wouldn't be/typical if he didn't cry sometimes. 34. Typical, that's

it, typical./ 33. The 'pica baby: " /136. "Yes, sir," I said. /t37. He placed a hand on my

shoulder. 33. "You know," he/said, "I think you may have hit on a gold nine, my bay./

39. Where can I see this baby brother of yours? " /g40. "Well, he's home a lot," I said.M

t 41. :Ir. 3arnaby frowned and glared at ne./C42. "Our address is 221 Forest Road," I added

hurriedly./

7 C 1. That evening :Ir. 3arnaby telephoned and then came/to the house. 2. After he'd talked

to my mother and father/ for a while, they took him into the bedroom. 3. Ha leaned over the

crib and wagged a finger at my little brother./ p. "Say da," Mr. 3arnaby chuck ledie 5. 1 '0a,"

said my little brother, grabbing for the finger./C6. Hr. Barashy chuckled again. 7. Andrew

had made a very/ favorable impression. /C3. Ur. 3arnaby talked some mosswith my folks.

9. "It's/settled then," ha said as he was leaving. 10. "Be at the station/with that fine

baby a weak from Saturday at 10:30 in the/morning. 11. You know, this bay of yours is

uita a busts's:Aga." 12. And he gave me a big wink./

C 1. A week from Saturday seemed a long way off. 2. I read a/lot so the time would go faster.

I even found that studying/made the time go faster, too. 4. The ward defiaitions wer

.helping my.marki in English, -too. 3. 1 read a lot of themiout.load nearly every evening..

.If-Andrew was crying when he 'Wild be sleeping, I just/turned to the S'sand started

,r4
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reading a lot of mat sounding, /soothing words. 7. In a few seconds he would fall asleep./

a. Se seemed to like the history lessons, too, but his favorite/vas the dictionary. 3

9. Genius at Work:/

9 CI. When the day came at last, my mother dressed Andrew/in a new outfit. 2. I stood looking

down at his when we wers/slmost ready to go. 3. le realllrlimm a pretty good kidi licouldn't

help feeling proud. 4. I leaned over the crib, pointed/a finger at his and said, "Say da."/

25. Clearly and distinctly Andrew said,"Philosophical"./C8. At first I just looked at him.

7. "Philosophical?" I asked./ 8. "Did you say philosophical?"/C9. "Communication," be

said, also clearly and, distinctly./ 10. "Mother! Dad!" I yelled. U. "Andrew isn't

ellIcal! 12. Re's/-- he's a genius! 13. We've got, to call the T9 station!"/:14. "Hori-

zontal," Andrew said./C13. I IBM to the telephone and called the station. 18. While I/

was waiting for Mr. Barnaby's wire, Andrew said, "Relies /action. " /

/0 gi. *Mr. Barneby!" I said at last. 2. "Andrew isn't an ordinary/baby! 3. Do you know

what he just snafu/CA. "Sever mind that," he said. 5. "Bring that fine boy over/here

right away. 6. We're setting op Lights and cameras.",/7. "But Mr. Bernaby," I said,

"Andrew just..."/CS. "Get that baby over here:" he shouted. 9. "I'm a very/busy man."/

C 1.0. On the way to the station I kept telling my parents whet/had happened. IL. "We've

got to tell Me. Bernaby," I said. / 1.2. "This baby is not typical."3113. "I never thought

was typical!" my mother said. 1.4. There/was pride is her voice./

Als the station Mr. Bernaby rushed us into the studio and pushed/a crib for Andrew under
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one of the big cameras./ 2. There were glaring spotlights and floodlights, and cables /

rigged up everywhere. 3. Than was a glassed-in part along/one whole side of the studio --

tha control room. 4. There /two man were signaling to each other, and one was pointing/to

the clock./CS. I still thought vs should tall Mt. Barnaby, but ha/vas rushing around giving

orders to lighting craws and/cameraman. 6. At last he loaned over the crib./g7. I bald my

breath. /e8. He wagged e finger at Andrew and said, "Say da."/129. "Intallectual," my little

brother said loudly and clearly./e10. Mr. Sarnaby straightened up, still, bolding the

finger/over the crib. 11. He stared at Andrew. 12. lie face turned /red./

12 gl.. "Intellectual?" ha cried. 2. "Intellectual?" 3. His hands/dropped to his sides.

4. "This baby.....isn't..../typigal," ha moaned, and than vas a distinct quiver in

his /voice. S He looked helplessly at first one cameraman and/then another. 6. Finally

he looked at ma. 7. "Tom:Hiss said/in a sickly whisper. S. "You!" 9. Ma stood with his

feet vide /sprit and brought his hand ap slowly, pointing at me./ 10. "You!" 11. The

pointing finger rose and fall with his herry/brestLiAg. 12. His eyes were glaring and

vildati3. I basked way. 14. "I didii I didn't mesa I/iried to tall you sir!"/-

g3.5. Ht. Sernaby slumped into a chair. 16. "In fiva minutes /we go on the air," he said,

"with the ''typical baby"." 17. The baby /we've been advertising all week. XS. Typical! Sa!"

19. MA throw/els arms high and let them fall limply on his lap. 20. Than /ha slumped still.

farther./

"Sir," I said, "Is there a dictionary hers? " /g2. He nodded./C3.
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to the door. S. "Trout office. Miss Brown,"/he said, staring at the floor./e6. I dashed

out of the studio, found Miss Brown and was/ back in a few seconds. 7. I stood by the crib

and opened/the dictionary. 8. I opened it to the S's. 9. "Andrew, listed to this," I

said ea calmly as I could./:10. "Newepaperwomen," Andrew said./:11. I started to read.

12. "Sleigh, =ow, soak, society, soften, /soldier, sorrowful, soup, stormy, stroke, survive/

..." :13. Andrew's eye& dropped, then closed. 14. I went on reading,/ end when I looked

down again, Andrew was asleep./

-14 :1. Someone stuck some papers into Mr. Barnaby's limp/band, and it made me feel good to see

bin get control oabinself when be absolutely had to. 2. Be came out of his/ slump and

looked around. 3. Suddenly he jumped up and/stepped in front of the cameras. 4. A light

flashed over the/control room, and there was a blare of music. S. At first L/ thought the

noise would wake Andros, but he went on/sleeping. 8. The S's bad done it./:7. I don't

remember abet Mr. ;Washy said during /the televised program. 8. But I rummmber the cameras =

so' tng/close to the crib and Mr. Iamb, bending over and saying/ soothing things to Andrew --

but not too loudly. 9. There/were tears in Mr. Barnaby's eyes u he finished his speech).

10. Rim voice wee swallowed up in a loud blare of "Rock-apipyAlaby," which woke Andrew, but-

by then the program was over, anyway./

13:1. Mr. Barnaby took us out of the studio, clear to the front/door, patting his face with a:

large handkerchief. 2. When/we were out on the street, I saw that my mother was smiling.

broadly. 3. "It serves bin right for calling a child of mine/typical," she said./:4.
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father was folding the cheek Hr. Sarnaby bad given/him. 5. "This viii make a nice start

on paying for Andrew's/collage education," be said. 6. "Though Y's sac sure be oseds/oes,"

he addend. /t7, "t think V. going to win the prise for the most original/outside project,

this year," t said. /g6. "Philosophical," said my baby brother:I
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GOODMAN STORY f59 TAPE GRADE ID SEE =MCI= AGE

READING LEVEL TRANSCRIBED BY DATE

1.==1.0

1 1. eThe rays of the setting sum lingered/over the high Arizona desert, touching the rocky

tip of Badger Nounkain and tinting the bold face of/ Antelope Rim. 2. The shallow basin of/

Salt Creek Wash became a gathering /pool of darkness where a band of/eight hundred sheep with

their lambs /were bedding down for the night on/a small patch of meadow. 3. Two burkos,

their long grey ears sagging in /drowsiness, stood stolidly in the midst of the sheep.

4. The frantic bleeping became leas frequent as twoUsheep dogs gently urged the band/into

a more compact mass and each/ewe found her lamb./

2. 1.2It was fully dark when the alert/ears of the larger dog caught the/sound of a sharp

whistle from/the small camp a hundred yards up the/wash. 2. The dog turned to go, but not/

until a last look over the band as her that all was well and that/her mate WAS patrolling

the far side./ 3. e I. had been a long day for the/dogs, and Peggy limped heavily as /she

approached the camp./ 4. She went directly to the saddlebag home of her/five puppies born

two weeks before/while the hard drive had been umderlway./ 5. She nosed the tight huddle/

sleeping on the camas flap and lay/down. 6. Immediately the five black/button noses were

groping eagerly./ 7. Her eyes became soft with pride and/affection, but she didn't relax,

always/being aware of her responsibility toward the band. 8. Peggy was a descend at of a:

long line of good sheep dogs./ 9. Ear heavy yellow-and-brown coat indicated no particular

breed, but her/ fine head and alert eyes hinted of /collies that worked the sheep on the

-Grampian _ of Scotland./



3 1. :The pups were sleeping, and she/ gave her attention to her left foraaw from which two toes

were missing. 2. A coyote trap had caught her/foot three years before, when she was/little

more than half grown and just/learning the ways of the range and/the work of a sheep dog.

3. !The herder came slowly from the/tiny tent and spilled the contents of /a saddle bag onto

the ground. 4. "Here, /Peggy, old girl," he said. S. "This is ail/I've got for you to-

night." 6. He tossed/her two cold biscuits, left from/the morning meal./ 7. e Re sat down

on as upturned packsaddle and coughed excessively./ 8. Peggy gulped the biscuits and

lookeato the herder for more, not undetistanding the lack of food. 9. The/herder was still

coughing, and he/nodded his head to Peggy. M3. This eve6ing there was no cooking fire, and

Peggy trotted off to search the camp/for scraps of bones, but there wee/nothing./

1. She sniffed the cool air of the late/ spring drifting down the wash, bettors lowering her

head to drink the/cold water of the small stream./ 2. Through the still night the yelping/

wail of a coyote was brought to her/ears. 3. A growl swelled in herthroatAmd she froze

looking intently 1ntolkhe darkness over the low 'knolls to /the east. 4. Her trained ears

told her/it was only one coyote she heard. / 5. She turned questioning eyes to the/coughing

herder and then to the/sheep and the shadowy figure of/Chip moving about the bandJ 6. en*

dog's uneasiness, growing for/the past two days, now became more/acute. 7. The routine was

different, /and she could not understand this rush /to keep the band moving. 8. Why/hadn't

the herder butchered/and cooked for himself and the dogs?/ 9. Why did the dogs-have to we

more/than usual? 10. Why were there nalcoyote fires at night ? /
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5 1.e A high, thin vela cane from the/north this ties, alerting both herder/and dog. 2. lie

lifted his head wearily/and talked to his dog, as all herders/do. 3. "Well, Peggy, they're

closing in./ 4. We'll just have to build fires again./ 5. It's been a bad year for rabbits,

and /the coyotes are hungry." 6. Ha picked /up a small hatchet and started toward the rile-

rock vest of csagP./ 7.1 Peggy was following. 8. Her hunger /made her sniff hopefully under

rocky/ledges and along the smell trails in/the sage. 9. The building of coyote fires /was

not new to her, although she wagapuasled by the frequent stops when/the herder rested after

coughing/spells. 10. Each evening they made a/wide circuit of the bedding grounds /and

built fires on high points where/they could be seen for miles around./ 11. On nights when

the fires were burniEng, she often heard coyotes singing /a protest from distant ridges, while/

the sheep rested safely. /

6 1. gThe herder lighted some brash /against a dead juniper tree on top of/the rimrock, not

bothering to steck/liabs against the trunk. 2. Peggy felt/the difference in procedure;

still she/moved toward the place where thjnext fire might be built. 3. A short/whistle

halted her. 4. The harder was/beading for asap./ S. g "Come, Peggy. 6. Letts go. 7. One

fire/is all I can build tonight. 8. It's not /enough, but it bill have to do. 9. The/rest

is up to you and Chip." 10. she/tucked her nose into his hand, and/he patted the side of

her head and/gently pulled her ear; then he/grabbed a handful of fur about her/neck.

He shuffled slowly dov% the/hill. 12. "Good dog. 13. You've got lots of/work to do,

for I as no longer of any/use."/



7. 1. eShe had never heard this tone and/she gave him .a questioning look. 2. 12 "We're two days

out from the cowls and a day late on the drive. 3. 2 /sure hope the boss rides out to

meet/us." 4. The words "corrals" and "boss"/meant things to Peggy, and she/whined in

recognition./ 5. CAA they approached the bedded/sheep, the moon rose, its cold light/trans-

forming the desert into a maze/of.line and shadow. 6. Chip splashed/through the shallow

stream to seet/them./ 7. :The herder patted Chip and gave/an arm signal toward the flock. /

8. "You'd better stay here, old fellow./ 9. Don't want those sheep disturbed.q 10. Chip

was hungry mihadempected/food, but he sat facing the sheep./ 11. The herder made a slight

movement/with his hand, and Peggy knew she /was to follow him./

8 1. gThe slanting rays of moonlight/probed the shallow wash. 2. As they/approached the tent

the thin wail of/coyotes reached her ears from ulstream, far to the north. 3. Herder and/

dog stopped to listen as the chorus/rapidly rose and fell./ 4. g lieu, Peggy, sounds like

about/three of them have *Potted our fire./ 5. Guess they didn't have luck. hunting/alone.'

.6. CPeggy sensed the concern in his/voice. 7. She, too, knew that three/coyotes had joined.

forces and that /hunger was driving them to the/sheep. 8. Peggy lay down with her /puppies;

the herderscumbled into his/teat / 9. g It was less than an hour before/dawn. 10.

soon had set. 11. All vas/ quiet. 12. As Peggy lay watching, the/shadowy form of Chip

appeared bekweea the grey blur of the sheep and/the knolls to the east. 13. His actions/

gave no hint of alarm. 14. Then her eyes/caught a movement in the sage nesathe top of

the !moll, and she looked/quickly to Chip, whose slow pace/vas unchanged. 15. There was
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no breeze /to cause movement in the brush. /

9 1. :Her muscles tensed. 2. As she started/forward, Chip wheeled to face the/knoll. 3. A

coyote emerged from the/edge of the sage, nor fifty feet away, /wag with its head down

toward/the dog. 4. Chip held his stance between/the sheep and the danger. .S. The coy6te's

stalk was not that of a rabid/animal, nor was it the creeping approach it used in attacking

the sheep./ 6. It moved steadily forward. 7. As Chip/leaped toward the coyote, it whirledl.

and ran lightly up the slope, staying/tantalizingly ahead and leading Chip/toward the brow

of the knoll. S. Peggy's/desert training had taught her the/answer to the maneuver. 9. She

raced /toward the spot where the coyote/end Chip had disappeared from sight. / 10. She was

too late. / 11. !The coyotes hid laid a successful/ambush for Chip who was fighting/for his

life. 12. Peggy plunged over the/brow of the knoll into the tangle of/slashing coyotes

and whirling dog./

10 1.e The impact of her charge split up /the fighting animals and sent one /coyote spinning to

the ground. 2. Thekable beast leaped away from her/flashing teeth and was gone. 3.

others followed after. 4. Peggy stood /over her mate, awaiting an attack/that didi't come.

S. Finally, Chip/dragged himself to his feet. 6. Re bed /a vicious tear at his throat, the

tenon above one hind leg was severed,/and his life spark was flickering./ 7. Limping

slowly on three legs, he /sought sanctuary in the herder's/camp. 8. Peggy raced to the

sheep./ 9. eThe band that had been huddled- /about the stoic burros was a mass of/bleating

movement.- 10. The alarm of /the ewes, frantic for their lambs, waslontagious.. 11. The

bawd .Owerflowed/the:_bedding ground and started up/the hillsides./

SS



11 1.g Peggy needed all her skill as she/fought to control her charges, turning/group after

group beck toward/the center. 2. She concentrated an the/leaders, knowing that the others/

would follow. 3. Barking occasionally/to reassure them in their fright, she/circled the

band again and again as/she had been trained. 4. At last it was /milling, going nowhere.

5. When it bake= quiet, she was spent and trembling./ 6. eThe peaceful glade was filling

vithlarmth from the sum as the sheep /waved to the creek for water, then/spread slowly

toward the hillside to/search beneath the sage for succulent/bunch grass. 7. Peggy looked

again and/again toward the camp. 8. The herder/should be here to start than on the/trail

as be had each morning in the/past. 9. The sheep were hungry and/wouldn't stay long in

one place. 10. A/few lambs were already rimming/astray, and she turned than back to/the band

before she set out for the/camp./

12 1. !At the sight of her, the puppies/stopped their feuding and waddlimilhopefully toward her;

--but she turned/to the open test, hesitating under/the flap before she walked in, and/sniffed

at the silent fore. 2. Urgently/she pawed the ground and uhimbered, but there was no

response./ 3. For a moment she stood by the bed/then bounded from the tent so fast /that

--
the puppies scurried into the/ saddlebag. toward the/sheep down the canyon

before/thrusting her bead into the bag with/the hungry puppies. -5: She turned once/more

to the tent, halting after a step/ or two when she sew Chip lying aifew feet away./ 6. eShe--.

trotted to him, sniffing at hiallstill bead, whining close to his ear,/paving his shoulder..

7. Them she/licked the wound at his neck- 8. Ee /didn't move. 9. She turned away and/
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went through the camp. 10. She barely/turned her head in the direction of/the puppies as

she walked toward the/unguarded sheep. 11. She realized that/she was alone and that the

safety of/the band depended on her./

13 I...Me band was fanning out across/the hillside in search of grass. Z. Paggy/drove.a few

stragglers back into the/fold, then worked up the bill, turning/the flock so that all would'

feed in the/same direction. 3. She patrolled/the upper edge watching carefully thaiptione

should pass through the breaks/in the rieroCk to the plateau above, /where they would become

easy prey/to the coyotes. 4. In the past, Peggy/had known the herder's rifle to speak/out

sharply against a bold coyote./ 5. Today there was no herder./ 6. eShe did not leave.thi

band or relax her vigilance. 7. The sue was high/when she turned the sheep down/fron,..

hillside and across Salt/Creek, then back toward the camp/on the far side. 8. Shadow,

filled the/valley by the time she urged them to/the bedding ground. 9. As she paised/the

camp, she saw bar forlorn puaies huddled at the saddlebag, and/the urge to, go to them

strong. /10. Turning away, she ran ahead of the/sheep to hold them at the bedding/gra

14 Left was well after dark when they/were quiet and she could return &camp. 2.

dropped in weariness/and her head bobbed at each step, for/the shale of the hillside c

deep/into-the pads of her feet. 3. She stapped/beaide the saddlebag, and the pupfima

scrambled over her, searching/for milk she didn't have./ 4.e.She wait to a saddlebag c

,taining pots and pans and paved it/open, spilling thscoutents onto the/ground.

found the pan from/which she had been many times,/and licked it carefully.'
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via so acuts she could and iiie.;MS...'* *o..nkket'

. . .



was'; .quint
,

el,Pegelalowly.*pproached. Ihe.quickehed/hes.:pace
. ...

vs.to the east.

but thoi/sheep.

-.- . . ..- . ...

owl/sal-led.. .- .

-down:t the ca *** on ail,* , sk3smuLag :a :feel fiat! ab Oye t h dahee.p:.- :6. : She-

.

... moved Upstiaiiii a aii/yards *hilt sudde4y the secoud/buvrO stirred. 7. Peggy: turned. to.....

The band leas quiet; only the ears:of the-burros justified her 9.----- Alart/to: the

- scent eluded hsr/nov, and ihe stopped on the top of a/cuzail rise, testing the ste
-

41.-..,Thssa,7frawthit,base/oUthe.acitAciall;-cailleAhCstartlediblaat

we



- / - Stumbling: on t he steep sha/ttsrned ba :

s;PPP tura ba-

and: warn; not/to. be 'cheated -. of:., their ;prize by t uaahaned sha

....wed.11444

spry -......

imabsylgo-the

cUri tc:Mill,thi/threit t sh O m- i de r- icb i n y t o OP

r 'mathod of ing/icia dome ers_4
.. _

thCCyotai:regainad iheir/vnatifin points..at each side o the/hal/0; t

t caa/fa-s ro As ...PASO ti.aritod...tO/fide her. right :flank. was .ri

The first cCiota.follonad throughlthis:_.time, and for a ,momen ..bathicoycktes..and..gis

skirl
.. .

of her ears': was in/ atirads and .bunches of .ignr....vo



- : -t
mix

.

*.:9- . 34-ZPAI9MMVW
. .

'hind- foot...

while/the -ocher. slashed

leaped out-of range./ 7.1 Regaining her position-I/Jib. lie

._iaie.,':paggy kaea that /her quivering.museles would 'not .ralipond ;such .longes...

ekeihered har.adWantaia when shi/had_surprieed the nOyotes,and.shillieth**Od. her34

She. looked up at the snarling coyotes/on siche; vidC- watching _as. t

124PleleeSfor_their text ashault./

see as betore....2. -This time Peggy leaped fo

, ... . ,

meet one/Of. her:eased...... .she/nrished',.into thii:coyote.on

r':grtater weight-kept .her on-her/feet as she 'had ,Sesised it mould.

. ...
. :

ors/it could, -get up,. Peggy drove her 'fitgs into ,the.tiet...
. . _ . . ......

.fiary /of ...her Pain feat. _ ..7 Bar. teeth/sank,: deep :jet

toY/bbna.

eggy.,loosad..has grip tim/the: :at -har ,feet

step orward Snit-the- c

..other
_ .

(*vs/Oa-tined. ll. She . took, one tic,
.......

itatia; as it sPrend iti/blitk:feit'no',apting; a third step, -audit

ots turned.? its -head- sharply /frost side. s, ooking..pSet.:



74747 t .717. r sir-x .weel wf= P RR tr. -17 .
. . . . .

-; to, front/feet. 13. Peggy1.3 numbed brain to 1d her/to move . S
. _

. . .

bat' the :cOYoti ushad jt:sense:if the lose ta nate _ nod , felt fear .44iii/t

eideneys and. diaeppen* mheza:t.o

. . . . . . . .

'step./ For.r.a-monett she vatched/.where- the .coyettc:..had..beer. T:teetb/at,.

:5'''.'; '.: bared .rin'i: silent snarl.... 17. -.:.S;Oli17/442*:::fear 143ft;....04 took 4ce.....-:13-.....;r';.- . .. ... ...,.. . -, _

:.,..,::!z-,,,,,,. . . . . . ..... . .

: .. . . .. ..- . .. . .

, ..._. . .- .... . . .. ..... -,-- :. ."
17cIptilitiltoo :ed. re/and-. faint to :. lick her wounds.. .1 . .. - .. -.. . . ... . .. . .... ._... . . .. . .

. . .
. . . . . .

... .. . . . .. , .. ... ..

morning . sun; was .isia,.and/00...sheep..nere spreading . Over. the/ sides of 'the : Shit3.******... .... . . . -,.....
..

- .
_ _ .

e ora/ps was. .*::.abIe to strUggle- to her/ feat. 2.. ...Rer,painfui.
.. . . . . .. , _

.anrole-; the .bediing : grOasid. 3. 1c seined to :be .adendInss dintince-' to. .the,..iC,
- -

She. Pinned , and ii.,iiiimed/sin jeet:..C011.apasi. 3.. The.: SO-
. .

- - - . . . ,-
the chap bear :upon; her, but :she/could not ga.:* to , thea yet. 6. Thou heriayis:i:yainf.OPen-,.

_
. r

she failed to .as/thst two :ion: hid ridden down tile/Canyon to the Camp and were 'di
. .

frow their
;

hOrses./.; ,e."YOU.- were"- right -about the cani,/boas ," said the ,Younger
........ ... . . . .

aL, "Ohm/we-saw. it from up on the ridge, you/said ther. was something wrong c*P*41:#1

. .

. .

fin ''sheep And *nor:. re/fairther down the canyon. s: ;IQ.; They nille/be . scattering. "/
. , ... . . . ... _;!- iz.

. .-. .

R8 8t8OPid7iiio-thi tea
. . .

. - . .... . .-

only_to return._ to.:_orf "It's vora.'than you/think, Jaks. .3...
. .

sqrsrivit.*r.-77.4 .
. .

ao ifini tine." 5. Re walked to/the body of Chip, and as Jahn -aP1Proedt:

. .
. .

.'.-- -2... lees. "..../ ..6: ..g Om had tOrnod his attention to the/yapping puppies,- ...::... ... . ...__ . .

si.p. 4 .. ..._

ar as/they could into the saddlebag, wh.n/Jaks stepped to his
_ .

.

,,:.'7T-.

-



, boss,"/he ealleci'softly, "what do you of this

ga of the/sags? strict it is, it's got chi/blind st*WcP0s! 9.. . . . ..

C m. quick toil Of the...bOsif.fcialid/what,
. ........

. -
. . . .

i-t 8That. Peggy." . U. .-Bothisau....,..stood atili. as the big: dog went/past,
. . . . .....:.. ..

..thei,:.:tO has y-near.,_har . pups
, .

,

. .

63
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.. . .
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. .

r t.1 is 10 Irma ss. ar.owe
. .

-

. . .
- _
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W.W 4::11T-MvATAW.,

MHO t :be :able .to/enre.
. - ..

itheig beard* drepp

tusstiag in.. sea of baby ;oCct ()avertible 4ebentur

1.. a Such vishfuL .thialting arises/froze the preconception that na py viii. force-the

to..-stop/fightinf:for a future they. vent and/tiatizi to :accept- -a -futire they
,

rae:inelY' this cyai t.lasa/ cher has- divided &tiers and sons /daring the: -1060s:

111:;/-Yotighs rapes adly -114X 01.1S410 aad `.the en= :_;o:,e orre au :oak:Po/the !lathes
. , .

1. C711nc v111 viden /end by 1980-ohm. *ma.33 that the tap. ,era
_,.....:

:

"aeration eneratior no! in parer.: ham :widened ',taco:- ainev:gatione.1,.fa

r.ea

". iRt*SqL,C.1:7k.



44: ,
'

. .

. .

1.71-et tv., tomsn,ro..__smr-,
%.a.; ;:, .t.

A4.:-..Miscin;-.-Circa.:1940;:f.00ndLewIS 'Eder Heaver ;'irc19113.

extra added, ettraCti011 of congreasisen and- general.: trying to bomb/ their way. back

war circa 1890

:SuSdieY t.vtork tisas 'adtotipireed tri 'the Viiitnin
_ .

Peucagon will retreat. 2. !4ksviae, vs/moat call egi:*he dbate on thi/pienias
. . *.

tiara issues that has/supposedly diirided.:...in 3. J. Will SO lenger wants, .....
: - .-:-

wtt.thsr
.

or not th. int.vh.il combustion engine should be/allowed

. . .

. ,

ni whether/we should bay. a -.useless : aliti4ctise*le systra-_.io.. protect 1.Usi

..

.

- Whether Our/ehildren . should be .cOnseriptid to/fightliano,.,:4-4:

the -:obetitrician/and

_our flied:11S/ Widows. 4. Thu sense.tess ,
.

. .

. .._._,..
6.2.31..e-ror -thin, is not the Titanic ; where, a lucky -few can into lifaboar: and Vs.

. .

. . - . ..... . .

2. Thin,' is Air Forts -thereare:.net. All/of us -Iireeident.,..-

awn resuscitate a physikal,17..and;:;--
. . .

..

or..gO I dowel ..together.- .......

:...7 g-The- tinitedL-States -should lead/ the world iu taring .techaelogy./. 2: Wewitl become a

.

brawn sanctukry:*haireAST*s are áiither built/nor- flown because we -believe 'in/the...sanOticy'77.t
. . - .

bilk-1114n synthetic aLllearors or. aztvillan.%t. Pirie-11*,

,

- will, save the real aim In the EveLades. 4. We will stop offshore oilldr1-lling so
. . . .

.

again/off Santa Barbara -and stop driving/ !iota we can 9.4,148 614.3'-

. , : . .

.
, . . . . . .

.

. .

_ f



PlIppLAmmmrp7pR.., . - -

to' start .1
.

al. Ciarsalyea cat4a"?sterscrt3_,,

.

slu4staas.sa!1:!upirl, status,...sriboLsitkatproP4 our 4cciaty..

Mae. Aliiisies/vho..lias -buck -tallith, *Cask 1.01/..Veigiii .abandOn.- our....... - - .

Yi

SUcapt rb$0.ata, or d3i. 3. ti.sa_ CM @O. 1.174;11* a4ow:.colos:: to

O l p * a t or . . :f

tig4161112 ki;diUtifUikU4iCSua.-fSad:case,,kis'icr-. .

NaUt to' as/ill



... --. .
.

.. . . ; . , ::-:::
.

- , .. ... . ... .. : . . .

.. - ..: . -,... - -',....-,.::-;..... ....
ie:i-^ lid- as we are.: .3. Thay- . tic iiiii. I e.r0.:are.oa th...STIOoSe . --.-4...-_ - -

--......z.-y

_- the son rhetorie of our verbose goverenent officiats.is oui.y so- au

.1. :tpàgà,à is duly to sidetaiaaihualux-b1
. ,.

, : . - ' . - , - - " . .

via Y.'they will -join farces with their, k114rou . or Slaiply. Save over and/ let us pass I

it when vs find .a givair firiCaliforcia aho doss not belieValthat when you have SOMI?:

. . .. , ,

one redEmod.::-You hive -seen .then-..ellichSe big bastiesS.:.liaei.up try1.al/e0...:turn...c0/3.age:
.

. .- .... . .

radicals 'into.square/roots; when:Snixo. hili/speschUriter,..turai off his iala-..;/*:..-
. - . - - ,- 1 ... . . - . ..

taraid ihrowi-sserhis-eue/Cirdivithearhe,neWFBI-direcror cat. se

. . .

out to '-dinner, than ve/vill-bava only begun./
. .

Ltror-tiiire another. generation/gap in the works, betueei us and/our forthcoWi
. .

'-';:::::.-"children. 2. " for if ay/samaration has 'Sass: through' the/political, and -.technical_ sophistry..::;:::"7-44
: : : 7

. . .. : ; 7.:- _

of/the tins's, vs still bees not cone toinsderstand .ourselves:. 3. I= tha/day.ln sirth

c2
grade when.oisr :Spufaik-obsuseel imams began/clobbering us With hiseeintit, we/have been

. .

. .

too nervoul', too -eirtdeuS,tao guilCriddin ta.eaailly know/what vs are aut. 4 --

- : . . -
, . 7. . :

. . .

..'-.:'.. -.-4iiispect it/mill. tahn-.ssy generation usay/year s to recover from our 'ducal:ice." 5::
. ._ . .

- .. . . . : . .. . . . . . , :

e- -sinklieSdi by -Sightsetres about -seciSantal smudges Coating : el.:. points/on our .

, .

. . . .
.

. .. .. .
lectiostaiicall. 'graded:-Izaksar sheets, of losing a gold: stall because Wa

cookies:/;;

14 :1.1 I suspect our children Will. find/us a bit stiff fro. &Li, those confinLg .7

. -

2 : they/ifiti:Probably find us-too cerebral,/better at thiching,thai foal



-

., ,.. ,
. - . . . . . .,

'.':-'-'becker-at :se than sensing, battar/at Listining 'than touching c4ughtiTitis7t4po

'::-le W111. beaccused/of absorbing too nuch and seeiiing too -little. 4. They may -need.otirtho14,::
. . .. .. _ . . .

- - .. --
bra, but I'm sure we're/going .to need their help in freeing/us of our inhibitions./

*-.*

13 -. 1. :There will be conflict between/us because they will not be bound/by all the constraints

of the -mind /that bind us. 2. They trill. know instinctively what freedom is all/about, and

no On. .viii. be able to/take it emey.fmni then. 3. Chrodalogical age will become less

inbortant; perhaps they will force nikohaven stop 'Ming age as an excuse for obstinacy.

4. Maybe we will/stop declazing'birthdays for awhile/and all lie about our age./

1- CI susiset they Clemendlifigh tett Venom= that we forget/our linear concept. of

. .- -tine; that. tia/bedoies "unstuck in tin." and/ abandon 'the "illusion we have here/on Earth that

one soment fo.U.ows/another one, 111r.e beads on a string,/and that once a moment is gone it/is-14
_ -_-

.

gone forever... 2. All mints,/past, present, and future, always/have es:fat-ad, always - '-
- ,

axist./

. .

-:--17-..-1. g Perhaps we v131. reach 1-984 and/find son ars In 2001./ 2.g In tha end, 2 an sUre.that:.inee.
.

ti. began this-perwseiee/generstional rebellion will heve/second thoughts when-We7see':t

. -

_children do to us.' 3. But.t hope/that instead of -ova ging -thee
. ... ... . ,

. _ .

. . . , .

.., . .

have the good'inlise/te-eiet than with.lawe; help thin/on their way and-parhapa-even.-jOii"-:7-"::."

4. For any generation could go/wrong.. 3. Even our own. /

69
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WEB-PF-36
*Yellow Bird, Fly" by Jacobs

. . - . . . .

, . ,WBBLPP -99
. . _

'What About Willie?" by LeGrand

WEB-PP-109
"Benny_ Pinny: by linty- and .Bebill

. .

WEB-PP-.140
"The Nonsense Alphabet" by Lear

'ài Penne, Revised Edition
.Reading7=Caialian:Serires.

Co:

.125'30:11.14 _

Lexington , MA 02173
. . . .

. .

Used by the following R.E.P.S. contributor:

..",

Readability:
. .

Due to the extraordinary -.nature of , the texts, the
urew-iire :quesp.OnOblei,., The ?ry:.seeasure, ii,sensitive:, to eentenoe length
and-number'- -Thereforethrenzn
the above texts, though 'appearing in*-11 primary text, scat*: between 6t
and 8th grade, .difficulty. WEB-PP-99 hoiever, scored -at the --1st grade
level. . .

. ,-

!'Reprinted by- permission pf:-tho

-
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GRAD! AGE
.. . . . . . . . . . . . .

READABAZIT

_

,Tej.tow :bird yellow bird,/ blink your eye,/ yellow bird, YellOw bird,/ fLY, fly*. fir....

Tallow bird, 'yellow bird, dip your wins,/ yellow bird, yellow bird,/ sins, sing, sing.

.

.

.

-.4 :(1,4:=4

' .

.
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-
' t.V.r .=
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.. .. .
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STUDY WZB TTX 99 TAPE GRADE ID AGE SZX ETHNICITY

READING LEVEL READABILITY

1. el. Willie came to a green house./ 2. It was the green house by a brook./ 3. Willie said,

"Nos-ow."/ 4. But no one cane./

-2.g 1. so Willie went to the brook./ 2. There was a big catfish./ 3. And there was a fiahlined

3.0 1. "s- nap!'' went the catfish./ 2. He had the fielding./

4. 1. 'Mee -ow!" went Willie./ 2. He had the fishliue, too.11



STUDY NCB TEXT PT 109 TAPE GRADE ID AGE SEX ETHNICITY

READING LEVEL READABILITY

1. el. They vent an and on end and 2. They cams to foxy-Lazy f

2. el. "Where are you going? " / said FoxriLoxy./

3. el. "Toxy-Loxyl 2. romriLostyt"/said lenny4lenny and CockyAocky/end Ducky-Lucky and Goosey-

Loosey/end Turkey-Lurkey./ 3: "The sky is fallingl/ 4. We are going to tall the Xing . "/

4. el. "Come with me," said roxyAomy4 2. "I know how to get there."3



STUDY WED TEXT PP 140^ TAPE GRADE ID AGE SEX MINIM/

READING LEVEL READABILITY

I. C I was ones a bottle of inks hairy, Mink?, /thinky, /inky, /blacky ininIcy, bottle of ink! /

2. C .1 was one* a jar of JAM, /JazilYimaxxAY/01Signydiamity,/sweety, swasonyajar of jams 3

3.: X was ones a little kits,/kitylvhity,/flightyakierdout of eighty, little kitat/

4.: L was once a little lark, /larky,/markTaharky,/ larky,/ in the parity,/ little lark! 31



WEB-BB-78
"Two Rhymes for Fun"

WEB-BB-125
"The Wonderful Feast"

in MUM (Revised Edition)
Reading Caravan Series
D.C. Beath and Co.
125 Spring Street
Lexington, MA 02173

Used by the following R.E.P.S. oontributors:

WEB

Readability:

WEB-S-78 7th (Fry)

WEB-3B-125 3rd-4th (Fry)

(See the informational page on the WEB -PP texts regarding readability
levels).

"Reprinted by permission of the publisher"



MDT WO TUT SB 78 TAPE GRADE ID AGE SEX EZENICITY

READING LEVEL READARELITY

I. :The raccoon's tail is ringaround,/the possum's tail is bara;/ the rabbit has no tail at all,/

but a great big bunch of hair./

2. C The elephant has a great big trunk;/ha never packs it with clothes;/ it has no lock and it has

no key,/ but he takes it wherever he goss.3

r



sTabLAL 125 TAPE GRADE ID AGE SEX =EXCITE

READING LEVEL AY-CAUL=

1.. ;Theo the red hen, Strawberry,/velked into the barn./ 2. She was looking for breakfast]

3. "Children, children!" she called./ 4. "Look what a wonderful feast/we are going to bevel's]

5. eIn ma Strawberry', Little thickens./ 6. It was not quiet while they ate/ their breakfast./

7. But all was quiet again in the barn /after, they Left.]]



LEU -12

"The Bus Ride"
in

All la lex

LEU-27
"Nappy Faces"

in

kla.1112L =NIL

LEU-34
"The Lion's Tail"

in

All Hex

all selections from:
Reading Unlimited Series, 1976
Scott, Foreman & Co.
1900 E. Lake Ave.
Glenview, Illinois 60025

Used by the following R.E.P.S. contributor:

LEU

Readability:

all selections lst (Pry)

"Reprinted by permission of the publisher"



num lzu TEXT 11- TAPE GRAD E D) AGES SLIt ETHNICITY

3.P.R.D. GILMORE M.A.T. READABILITY LEVEL

The Bus Ride

1.gA girl got on the bus.]] 2. Then the bus went fasta 3. A boy got on the bus.)] 4.2Then the

bus wont fasts 5.gA fox got on the bus.)] 8.gThen the bus fastla 7.2A hippopotamus got

on the bus.] 8.2Then the bus went fast.)] 9.1A goat got on the bus.)] 10.2Thea the bus went fai

1.EA rhinoceros got on the busa 2.gThen the bus vent fut.)) 3.RA fish got on the bus.)]

4.1:Then the bus west fast.]] 5.:A horse got on the buss)] 6.gThen the bus want &mita 74A rabb

got an the bus.]] 8.gThen the bum want fast."' 9.gA bee got on the bus.)] 10.IThenla

1.2 The rabbit got off the bus. 2.trhe horse got off the bus. 3.CThs fish got off the bus.

4.gThe rhinoceros got off the bus. 5.gThe goat got off the bus. 61The hippopotamus got off

the bus. 7.gThe fox got off the bus. 8.gThe boy got off the bus. 9.gThe girl got off the

bus.] 10. Then they all ran fast.



-sruta tzu TEST 7 TAPE GRADE LO AGE SEX ETHNICITY

b.P.R.D. GILMORE M.A.T. READABILITY LEVEL

. Happy Faces

14Mr. Vara had a storea 2.CHe lived above the atore.3 3.2The store was across the street

from/the schoolj 4.2Tha girls and boys went to the store/to buy candy, gum, and ice cresm.3

2. 1.10ne day Mr. Vara fell off a ladder and/broke his lea 2.2The next day the store was ulna

3. Miss CTUZ told the girls and boys /about Mr. Vara./ 44They wanted to help him115.CThey

made cards for htma 6. soy brought books, pussies, and/food for Mr. Vera.]

3. 1.EMiss Crux took the girls and boys/to sae Mr. Varaa 2.2They went across the street and/up

the stairs.11 3. !'hay gave Mr. Vara the cards and books. 4.2Thay put the pussies on the tabu]]

3.2They put the food in the kitchen.

4. 1.210ne boy watered Mr. Vara's flowers."' 2.10ne girl fed the fish.113.1Two boys washed the

dishes.11

4. 1.iThe girls and boys sang a song./ 2.eThay sang "Put on a Happy Pace."11 3.tMr. Vara said,

"Thank you./ 4.gt like your tong./ 5.11 like your happy feces."116.CA girl said, We like y

happy face too."3

1. Sr. Vara said, "Writs your anus on/my cast./ 2.2I want to remember my happy day."3 3.CThe

girls and boys Wrote thoir/nemas on Mr. Vara'. cast./CA. Then they want beck to sehoo1,3

Time Rate Comp.



STUDY.A1.1 TEXT 3 v TAPE GRADE ID AGE SEX ITHM/C1TY

S.P.R.D. G/IMORE READABILITY LEVEL

The Lion's Tail
1. 1.COnce upon a time a lion couldn't/find his tail./ 2.elle was very sad. 3.ek mouse came &lona

ruhy are you sad115.1"1 can't find my tail."' 6.:"I'll look for it."317.1:The mouse looked

in front at the lion./ 8.eThe mouse looked behind the lion./ 9.g But he couldn't find the Lion'

tail.M

2. 11A monkey came along./ 2.g"Why are you sad?"ll 3.en can't find my tail."/ 16411111 look far

it."35.:The monkey looked in front of the lion./ 641h' monkey looked behind the lima

7.1put he couldn't find the lion's tail.

3. 1.2A turtle came along./ 2.g"Why are you ee411 Lenz can't find my tail. " / 4.g "i'll look for

it."/ 5.eThe turtle looked in front of the lion) 6.Dhe turtle looked behind the lion./

7.1"/ bat / can find your tall./ 9.eGet up, Mr. Lion. 9. PThe lion gat up.21 ul.g You

couldn't find your tail 1because /you Mr. sitting On it.3



DNK-02

Story #1
"The Turtle That Talked Too Muoh"
(folk tale)
in ALA Wu Awl (Grade 1) 1972
The Economy Co.
Oklahoma City, OK

Story #2
"Romer Didn't Give a Hoot"
by Helen Inwood

in Lim WU Ulu (Grade 1) 1972
Theloonomy Co.
Oklahoma City, OK

Used by the following R.E.P.3 oontributor:

Danks

Readability:

Story #1 2nd (Fry)

Story #2 1st2nd (Fry)

NOTE: the following versions of the above texts have words deleted
in the environments manipulated by Danks.
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ma DER TWO'? TAPE ID ACE GRADE SEX ETBNIMIT

READING LEVEL

Story fl

1. 1.e Ones Won s time a Turtle lived an a pond with two/Docks. 2. It was a nice fishing

3. They were happy there./ 4. The Ducks and the Turtle were good friends

and she always/had something to soy. 5. She and the Ducks a lot,t 6. The

Turtle liked to hear herself talk.

2. 1. eater a long time the pond began to dry up. 2. Because the/pond was too the

Ducks told the Turtle they would fly/away. 3. They were going to look for more water.

4. The Ducks /wanted to take the Turtle. 5. They ran to tell the Turtle that/

they would Wit. 6. But turtles can't fly. 7. Now would the/Ducks take the

Turtle with thee]]

3. 1. g The Ducks felt so sorry for her. 2. At last, they thought/of a way to take her with

them. 3. If the Turtle could keep still/ they would let.her go. 4. The Turtle said

. ,

she would be as/ as she could be. S. The Ducks had made her happy todayil

.1mw

4. 1. C Because the Ducks told her to, the Turtle held the/sticic with her teeth. 2. She knew

that because she held the/stick with her Us-would be sorry if she opened her/

Muth. 3. The Turtle couldn't wait to go.1
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3. 1. gThe Ducks found a fat stick. 2. The Turtle would be able to/hold oa better

because the stick was so 3. The Ducks took/the ends of the stick and flew

away with the Turtle.

6. 1. g1 hen they were high above the trees, the Turtle kept hex / eyes shut. 2. She was afraid

and glad her eyes were / 3. Sbe thought about everything the Ducks had told her

and/she kept stilla

7. 1. eSoon the Ducks flew over a church. 2. The bells were/ ringing. 3. The

Turtle could hear all the play nice/music. 4. She wanted to ask where the

manic was coming /from but she knew she must not open her mouth.

8. 1.1 At last the Ducks saw a nice pond. 2. The Turtle and Ducks/could make a ,home here.

3. The Ducks landed. 4. The Turtle/could now open her eyes. 5. She saw rocks, trees,

and plants./ 6. There were many turtles. 7. One of the asked her to/live with

them. 8. She was happy and home at !mt.]]



STUDY ONIC rExr rApx acg GRADE SZE ETENICITT

READING LEM

Story #2

1. 1. enamor and Tau were baby hoot owls. 2. They lived in a/nice green weds with their

Mother and Father. 3. Homer /sad Tom were all brawn. 4. Because they were

all it/would be hard to see them in their nest, 5. This helped to/keep them

safe from cats. 6. All the other animals came/to see them./

2. 1. gAs the boys grew, they all saw that Homer was lazy./ 2. When Toe wanted to eat ants,

Hamer went to sleep. 3. likea/Toft learned to fly and hunt, Homer slept./

3. 14 One day Mother and Father had to go visit a sick friend./

2. Mother kissed Toe and she and Father for two daysi 3. Tom and Homeriosts

alone. /

4. 1. gamer thought this would be fun. 2. He could sleep all he /wanted to now.

wanted to talk but lamer/slept in the nest and Toe beside him. 4.

he would have /to get the food. 5. So be left Homer to watch the nest./

1. eliomer woke up alone. 2. At noon he was wide / looking for. Tom.

That night, it had started to get dark/but Tom was not home.

Homer heard a big sound. 2. The soup VAS so that it/made Homer scared.

aicauldsit,bet 4. He looked-down from /the. tree and saw two wide eyes.



were looking up at

came a

6. Then Homer heard a noise. 7. Up and up the tree

/ 8. What would he do? 9. Father had told Homer that cats liked/to eat

baby owls. 10. Ob, if I could only fly thought Moser./ 11. Homer was so afraid

7. 1. eJust then Homer heard a loud hooting. 2. Tom had heard /Homer's cry for help.

3. As Tom flew in the nest, the cat/ was scared of Tom's bill. 4. The cat ran

down the tree /with. Tam after it. 5. The cat got away but Homer and /Tom were salsa

8. 1. !Homer wanted to learn to fly now. 2. So Tom began to teach/Homer. 3. Homer

could not fly well. 4. When hs first took/off, Homer to the ground.

5. He fell a lot. 6. Them as he jumped off /the nest, his wings worked. 7. He could fly./

8. Toe and Homer were so happy.

9. 3.. eWhen Mother and Father ease bone, Homer shoved thesabou he could fly. 2. Mother and

Father watched Homer / over the nest. 3. They were so proud of him.

10. Lens nest day was just right for flying. 2. There was not/a in the sky as

Mother, Father, Tom and Homer left/the nest. 3. Homer was so happy he could fly. 4. He

wished/that be had learned a long time ago.3
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"Seal of Frog Island"
by Maraian Rumsey
in Mysterious yisteria (Grade 3) 1972
The Economy Co.
Oklahoma City, OK

Used by the following R.E.P.S. contributor:

Readability:

4th (Fry)

NOTE: the following version of the above text has words deleted
in the environments manipulated by Ranks.



STUDY DEE TEXT 04-4- TAPE

READING LEVEL

AGE GRADE MEE ETWICITY

1. 1. gJohn lived in a scone house at the bottom of a tall lighthouse/ on Frog Island. 2. The

island was well named. 3. From a ship in the/distance it looked like a big frog sitting

quietly on the water. 4. John's/father was a lighthouse keeper, and his job was to keep

the big light/ blinking at night.

2. 1. gone afternoon John was walking on the beach. 2. Suddenly he/ on what he had

thought was a black rock. 3. A frightened baby/seal looked up at John helplessly.

4. John couldn't leave the seal alone./ 5. The baby seal cried in his as John

carried it to the lighthouse./ 6. Looking up, Mother let out a little squeal. 7. Father

dropped his book./ 8. "Can I keep it?" John asked. 8. Bur Father said no and added that

it/was probably too small to be able to eat./

3. 1.gJohn felt sure Father was wrong. 2. So he rushed out to the string of/fish be bad

caught that morning and brought two little ones to the/seal. 3. The baby seal sniffed at

the fish. 4. It was too small yet to solid/food. 5. So John carried the seal

back to the water hoping its mother/would return./

4. 1. gJohn was awake at daylight the next morning. 2. Then he quickly jumped /from

because be wanted to see if the baby seal had been rescued.] 3. But he tumbled

over something in the doorway. 4. Picking himself up/he heard a quiet little bark.
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5. There was the baby seal, settled in the/doorway watching him. 6. Father told John

that he could keep it. 7. John was/glad that the seal mould be safe on the

8. Be made a place in/the lighthouse for it to sleep.]

5. 1. gThey first tried to feed it. 2. Pouring. some milk into an empty jar,/ they stretched

a rubber glove over the lid. 3. They cut a hole in the/ glove so the milk could trickle out./

S. 1. rhe seal looked at John, and it tried to drink. Z. With wide eyes,/ the seal

the milk. 3. John gently wiped spilled milk off the seal's/mouth. 4. But the

seal needed more than just milk. 5. So they stewed/John's fish, mimed it with milk and

oatmeal, and gave the seal some of/that too. 6. Each day the baby seal grew stronger.

7. John watched the seal's/muscles become 8. The seal adopted John and his

family. 9. And/John called his new friend Albert./

F. 1. gle was not long before John discovered that Albert could not swim./ Z. When

they had been out in the boat, some waves turned the boat over,/ leaving the seal

3. John ssem to Albert and pulled him and the/boat back to shore. 4. For the next few

days John took Albert into the water./ S. Deeper and deeper they went until Albert finally

was swimming.

E. 1..0 Albert now loved to swim. 2. He liked it so such that he often tried/to pull John

toward the water, but John didn't want to swim. 3. Albert would/ not swim alone.

4. He and John were always / 5. Albert thought John was his mother.]
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9. 1. gOne day as soon as it was evening, John took Albert fishing/ 2. This was a problem

because it was time for Albert's / 3. Once John/caught a fish, it was a mad

scramble to get it off the hook before/Albert grabbed it. 4. John was sure the seal was

old enough arch his /own fish. S. But he didn't know how to teach him to do it.3

.0. 1. f:ohn had an idea. 2. He held a fish in front of Albert and then /three it over the

side of the boat. 3. Albert barked and watched the/fish land in the

and swim away. 4. John took another fish asd/threv it into the water. S. Albert leaped

back and forth in excitement./ 6. Watching the fish swim away. Albert still in

the boat. 7. John did the/same Ching again. 8. This time it was too much. 9. Albert

vent in after it./ 10. Be finally caught it and looked very proud. 11. John told his

mother and /father at supper that Albert had fed himself. 12. They were all proud./

.1. 1. CA few nights later, when the family vas steeples, Albert vented/to play. 2. There

was a shed behind the house with doors that were never/locked. 3. The doors were wide

so that Albert could easily gat is. 4. !aside/the shed Albert started looking

around for something to play with. S. Be/passed many boxes, lamps and old cans.

6. Something in the corner/caught his eye. 7. He saw two big fuel drums with round,

smooth lids./ 8. Because the lids were so ha could easily stead on them and

that/looked like fun. 9. Leaping onto the drums, Albert made a loud noise./

10. Albert though this was even better.

11. When he saw John coming,/ he hid behind the 12. John was afraid Albert
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would wake his parents./ 13. So Albert came out and went to the corner. 14. John was

so sad he jusOleft Albert there and vent back to bedal

12. 1. A. John got is bed he hoped lather had not heard all of the noised

2. But father had awakened too. 3. Far is the distance he

the who-who of a ship's horn. He had also heard Albert banging on the/fuel drum lids.

5. Re would deal. with Albert in the morning./

13. 1. g Father started to worry, so he jumped out of bed. 2. lie /heard the ship's

horn getting closer as he to the door to look at/the light./ 3. The big light

was out is the tower. 4. lather shouted tar John to help./ 3. Mother was running up to

the tower as Father reached the stairwell./ 6. Mother ran Into the cover and

started to work. 7. As lather reached her,/she was to the small

Lamps to warn the ship./ 8. Father tried to light the tower light./

14. 1. gJohn took a lamp out of the shed and hung it on the door./ 2. Quickly, he filled a

bucket with gas and ran to help Father./ 3. Albert, still in the corner, had heard John

and thought John had/come back to make-up with him. 4. Albert ran too fast to greet John

and/fell against an open fuel drum. 3. As gas out, there/was a big splash.

6. Afraid, Albert ran for the door knocking into the/hanging lamp. 7. The lamp crashed

to the floor in flames. 8. The whole shed glared with flames in minutes. 9. When John

heard the noise, he /turned and saw the fire. 10. "Albert," screamed John, running to the
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shed./ 11. Sue it was too late, the heat vas too hoe. 12. Suddenly Albert came/waddling

up behind him. 13. Quickly turning around, John threw his/arms Around his friend./

u. 1.1aigh above, Father and Mother saw that the ship had seen the flames/and was turning

away just in time./ 2. Later, John and his family listened to their ship-to-shore radio/

as headquarters praised Tether for wasting the fuel. 3. A few days later, /Father

received a for saving the ship and the lives of the crew./ 4, Father patted

Albert's head. S. Cvetyons hietAibert shouldn't have/been playing in the shed but they

were glad be had been there that/night:2
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"Star Island"
by Louise Dickinson Rich
in Cinnamon Eta (Grads 5) 1972
The Economy Co.
Oklahoma City, OK

Used by the following R.E.P.3 contributor:

MIK

Readability:

5th (Fry)

NOTE: the following version of the above text has words deleted
in the environments manipulated by banks.
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=DING LEVEL.

1. 1. [The house was like the others, trim and white. 2. A lov/poreh extended from one side.

3. Like the others, the house/Vas surrounded by flovers. 4. A. yellow cat vas sleeping

in the/ sun. 5. The bright light of the made everything look very/clean.

6. A big black dog came bounding around the corner as/thee approached. 7. Mts. Apple's

voice ves cheerful as she talked./ S. She was saying that on Sur Island, the front door

was only/used for company. 9. And since they were friends, they could cone/right through

the kitchen door./

2. 1. !She led the way to the door of the porch. stooping to eet/Treckles the Cat.

2. She told Larry that Freckles wee the/smartest in the world. 3. Then Larry

net Mate, the band shaking/dog. 4. She opened the door. 5. Larry started to follow

her. 6. Then/he termed back. 7. Mate was looking st hint with a question fn/ his eyes.

8. What de you do wham a doe looked at you like that?/ 9. Larry didn't know. 10. ate

band vent out almost by itself. U. Hi /fingers felt the soft fur lining of the

on Nate's bath heed" 12. The plum of a tail began to wag, slowly at first and then) with

frantic joy. 13. Suddenly Larry knew he had a friend./

3. 1. titre. Apple had called the room that they entered. "the kitchen"./ 2. It didn't look

like any kitchen Larry had ever seen. 3. It had/a big black woodstove with a hugh voodbox
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beside it. 4. There were/no faucets. S. Instead, there was an iron sink with a band

immabeside it. 6. Hrs. Apple was proud of this roam. 7. Because of its' /size, the

kitchen was where Hrs. Apple lived except for/sleeping. 8. Larry wondered if Miss Carr

knew about this. 9. Becauss/he had been a state kid all his life, he knew that case

workers/wers fussy about the homes they placed children.' 10. This place was/poorer

than any place he had ever been. 11. Wm when Miss Carr /came, she would let him

this awful island. 12. He sure hoped /so anyway./

4. I.: Outside, Hate was barking. 2. Mrs. Apple =claimed, "Pa must/be back with today's

fish."

down one

3. Mr. apple noisily entered the room./ 4. Ha sighed as he sac

as= to Larry./ 3. Even though Mr. Apple appeared tired, he greeted

Larry /cheerfully. 6. Ht. Apple was glad Larry bad come to live With /thew. 7. It had

been a long time since they had had children in/the heyee.2

3. I.: Larry liked Ht. Apple right off. 2. He was a little surprised/that no one asked him

the usual parser' questions. / 3. These VOWe usually Questions foster parents had

no business/asking. 4. Ht. Apple bad only two easy questions. 3. Hr. Apple's /first

was to find out if it would be alright if Larry/would call, the* Uncle Joe and

Aunt Emma. 6. Habit made it easy for/Larrr to say, "All right, Uncle Joe. That'll be

fine." 7. The/second question be wanted to know was if Larry liked lobster /stew.

8. Uncle Joe was sbncked to learn that Larry had never /eaten lobster before. 9. Lobster
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was eaten a lot in the Apple/household. 10. Larry had a question of his own. 11. He

wondered bow/many children they bad. 12. Uncle Joe told Larry the story about/what had

happened to the youth of the island, including their/own two. 13. They vent to the main

island to high school. 14. After/ they saw how folks there lived, there vas no holding them./

15. Instead of using voodstoves, the main island folk used / stoves. 16. They had

/./., and movie houses. 17. So am/there were only two children left on the island./

6. t 1. There was a knock at the door. 2. Miss Car stepped/into the

and smiled. 3. Walking over to the rocking/ chair to sit down, she looked

around the room, 4. She was veal/satisfied with what she saw. 5. This was a life she

had wanted /for Larry. 6. She told Larry that he would have a wonderful time.])

7. 1. glaring eaten so much, Larry relaxed after dinner. 2. His stomach/growled because he

was so of lobster stew. 3. The Apples/didn't act as though ha were company.

4. They talked easily/about events of the day, interrupting each other occasionally/to

explain somethins to him. S. lest of all, Hate, of his amn/accord lay dawn as close as

he could get to Larry's chair./ 6. When Larry would, pretending to scratch his own leg,

scratched/the dog's ears, Mate's tail wagged mildly. 7. There was/no doubt about it;

Mate really did like him./

8. 1. eAfter dessert, the door burst open noisily. 2. It was Pete/Cole, acting, Larry

thought resentfully, as if he owned the place./ 3. Mate scrambled over to romp
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with Pete. 4. Pete threw /his arms around he den as Mate his face.

5. Everyone was/laughing as Mate flopped down, rolled over on his back and/waved his

front Pans in a silly manlier. 6. Everyone except Larry/ 7. Larry didn't join in.

6. le knew that he wee being a sorehead/but he couldn't help it. 9. Everything had been

going so wells/sad than Pete had to coma in and spoil i?..11

9. 1. ! Pete told Larry that he would have Tom's old roam, so/Larry decided it was time to get

settled in. 2. Larr /went upstairs to put away his suitcase. 3. Re

opened his / suitcase and felt ashamed. 4. Pete called to Larry /from the kitchen,

asking him if be needed anything. 5. "Mo, I don't," he loudly /returned. S. Els tone must

have been even more surly than he/bad intended, because everyone looked at him in surprise./

10. l.g After a little silence, Pete decided to go home. 2. le called Mate to/walk with bin.

3. Pate left with the at his heels./ 4. Three hours later, Larry decided it

vest time to go to bed./ 5. la told himself he wasn't going to cooperate anymore./

6. Larry lay in bed but couldn't sleep./ 7. Me vas not used to/the

of the house. 6. There mere no sounds of cars stopping/or starting, no footsteps going

along a pavement, no voices /Dent door, and no talking or laughing. 9. Larry got out of/

bed quietly and went to the window. 10. Therevasn't a light on/in tam but the sky was

full of lights of many sisee,and shapes./ 11. Larry had never seen so many

before. 12. By their light/he could make out a smudged band on the horizon. 13. That
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was/the main1 an4..14. As he crept back to bed, he wished with all his/heart that he was

there. 15. He was almost asleep when something/cold touched his cheek. 16. He stiffened,

bolding his breath./ 17. A ghost? 18. Or something too horrible to imagine? 19. Then

be heard& soft whine and the thump of a strong tail. 20. It was Nate/curling up beside

him. 21. Then suddenly they were both asleep. /

11. 1. gLarry was awakened by Hetes rough tongue. 2. Larry could/smell food coming from the

kitchen, so he hurriedly dressed/and went downstairs to see what was cooking. 3. Aunt

Same/was at a turning blueberry pancakes. 4. If they bad been/upset by Larry's

conduct last night, they had forgottUn it/this morning.

12. -1. g Aunt Emma told Larry that there was plenty of hot water / to wash with in the tea kettle.

. Larry, splashing icy pump water/on his face, nodded. 3. Uncle Joe told Larry that it

vas/time he became a lobsterman. 4. Larry remembered too late that he wasn't/going to

cooperate. 3.. Speaking in a too loud voice, he quickly/ with the idea. 6. As

soon as they finished with breakfast/they left. /

13. 1. Phan Larry and Uncle Joe arrived at the harbor, the rosy/dawn was full of the sound of

powerful motors warming up. 2. Uncle/Joe had given Larry some clothes to wear

well prepared. 3. He looked dawn at his high and oil/skins

and-felt proud. Uncle Joe lead the way to a small/rowboat and told Larry to get in.

.
3.. With strong strokesaUticle Joe rowed the boat out to his lobster boat, the Daily./
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6. After climbing aboard the Daily, Larry watched u Uncle Joe/adjusted knobs and levers

to finally get the tub started./ 7. Larry untied the front ropl so that the boat

would be free/to love. 8. Within minutes, they were out to sea./

9. "I've got a gang of traps over by Roaring Bull Ledge," Uncle /Joe shouted. 10. "That's

where we're headed first. 11. My buoy's/are red and white." 12. As they came closer

co the horizon, Larry /saw sharp and clear the bobbing buoys. 13. Uncle Joe was impressed/

with Larry's seamen abilities.]

14. 1. el"he Daily slowed and draw alongside the buoy. 2. Wools Joe/picked up s book and

caught the line to the buoy. 3. le started to /reel the line in. 4. They knew

chat the line had as the trap /was pulled aboard. 5. They both wondered what

they would find./ 6. It could be anything, a nev armature, a diamond necklace , /

anything. 7. Rs reached into the trap and took out a large lobster./ 6. Larry learned

that each lobster must be swung and the /smaller ones returned to the water./

15. 1. etrucle Joe gave Larry the task of filling the bait bags./ 2. He dipped his hand into

the bait tub carefully and then/placed the bait into the bag. 3. All this he put into the

trap/and threw the trap overboard. 4. Larry found himself really/excited about each new

trap. 5. He was having fun./

16. 1.1: The sun was straight overhead now as they headed home./ 2. While steering

towards the Uncle Joe let Larry command the boat./ 3. As they drew closer to
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the island, other boats/ returning home joined them./ 4.g Today he, Larry Scott, had found

a home, a real home/with Uncle Joe, Aunt Emma, and a best friend, flate.1
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RELIABILITY OF THE TRANSCRIPTION

AilL

On a projoot of this size, many different transcribers ire
involved. Ta insure that the transcription system was being applied
uniformly, a limited reliability study was undertaken. One of the
features of R.E.P.S. system is the ability to, transcribe the same error
in slightly different ways by using different sequencing conventions,
yet without changing the way that the error iscribonstruated by a subse-
quent analyst of the date (see orranseription System Manual"). This
variability has very little real effect compared to more crucial coding
deoisiona like, for instance, consistency of coding substitutions vs.
insertions. However,- the'potentiai variability in the R.E.P.S. system
lead to the seleotion of "percentage of agreement at the word level" as
the measure of inter-rater reliability. With such a measure, irrelevant
differenoes employed to render the same sequence of words were not
allowed to oontaminate the analysis.

222ESSE101.

Four oamplete protocols were used in the reliability calculations.
Eaoh protocol was ooded independently by two of the three pairs of
°odors. Within each pair, one member would first transcribe the errors.
The seoond member would re-listen to the tape with the first member's
transcription in front of him, making any changes he felt were appropri-
ate. This represents the transcription procedure used throughout
R.E.P.S. as well as in the reliability study.

Two of the protocols were transcribed by Pair #1 and by Pair #2.
The remaining two protocols were coded by Pair #1 and by Pair #3. In
this manner there is an indirect link between Pair #2 and Pair #3 by
virtue of their oommon comparison with Pair #1.

The agreement oonsidering all categories was computed as a propor-
tion of the reader's words assigned to the same category by both pairs
of coders. All other subset analyses of error categories were calcu-
lated in the following way.

i) The total number of agreements on errors for two sets of
ooders (e.g., Pairs #1 & #2) was divided by the total number
of errors transoribed by on of the pairs (e.g., Pair #1).

ii) The total number of agreements between the same two pairs
of coders (Pair #1 encl.-Pair #2) was then divided by the total
number of errors transcribed by the other pair of coders (Pair #2).

iii) Proportions (i) and (ii) were averaged.

iv) Steps (1) through (iii) were repeated for the other two
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sets of coders (Pair #1 and Pair #3).

v) The proportions in step (iii) and step (iv) were averaged
and converted to a percentage by multiplying by 100.

Am=

1. All Categories

The first type of transcription decision whioh was examined was the
decision to assign an utterance spoken by the reader to one of several
categories: correct response, real-word substitution, phoneticallY-
transoribed substitution, real-word insertionvphonetically -transcribed
insertion, repetition, omission, correction, not transcribable (with the
notation "NT "), not coded (n6 notation), or reply to prompt. The
overall reliability of these decisions was measured by determining the
proportion of the reader's words assigned to the same category by both
pairs of coders. For the protocols studied, the overall agreement was
94%.

2. Errors only

As a subcoiponent of the above measure,-the percentage of agreement
on errors only was also computed. The agreement here was 77%. However,
some of the disagreements between coders were relatively insignificant.
Seventeen were instances in whioh one pair of coders thought the reader
had deleted the final -ed or -s on a word, whereas the other pair of
coders thought the reader bad read the word correctly. Eight were
instances in which one pair of coders heard the reader say the initial
phone in a word right before reading the word correctly, while the other
pair did not hear the initial phone prior to the word. If these
instances are treated as agreements on correct responses, the percentage
of overall agreement on errors rises to 80%

3) Real-word substitution

A Subset analysis involved the agreement on the decision to code a
real-word substitution. There was a 70% agreement on coding utterances
as real -w6rd'substitutions. When both pairs of coders agreed that the
word was a real-word substitution , their agreement on the identity of
the word spoken was 89%.
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4) Phonetically-transcribed substitution

A-similar subset analysis involved the agreement on coding substi-
tutions in phonetio transoription. There was a 7'$% agreement on ooding
substitutions in phonetio transcription. When both pairs of coders
agreed that the utterance required phonetic transcription, their agree-
ment on the phones to represent the utterance was 87%.

The two -pairs of coders were said to "agree" on a phone if the same
basic phonetic symbol was -used, regardless of stress or nasalization, or
if one of the following- special cases'occurred.

i) one pair of coders ooded a sound as a schwa while the other
other pair coded the same sound as any other vowel.

ii) one pair of coders coded a sound as a glottal stop, while the
other coders coded the same-bound as-any other oanonant.

iii) one pair of coders coded a glottal stop at the end of a word,
while the other pair did not oode a oorresponding phone.

(See seotion V, "Phonetio Transoription Conventions" in the Transcrip-
tion System Manual for an ezpltnation of the above practices.)

5) Pause

Ansither subset analysis involved the agreement on transcribing
pauses. When one pair of ooders coded a pause, the other coders also
coded a pause in 75% of the instanoes in the sample.

6) Insertion and Omission of punctuation

The last subset analysis involved agreement on coding insertion and
omission of punctuation. There were only 6 Instances in the sample, so
the results of this analysis must be considered unreliable. When one
:air of coders coded the insertion* or omission of punotuation, the other
pair agreed in 72% of the instances in the sample.

Lannimien.

The percentage of agreement among °odors for this limited set of
protocols is in the same range as those reported In other studies. The
peroentages reported here seem reasonable given the oomplexity of the
data. However, the researcher using this data should take the percen-.
tag* of agreement into aocount in interpreting the data.
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TABLE 3

Percentages of agreement in transcription decisions

1. All Categories 93%

2. a) errors only

b) Errors only, adjusted for insignificant
differenoes

77%

80%

3) Beal-word substitution 70%

Within this category, agreement on identity 89%

4) Phonetically-transcribed substitution 74%

Within this category, agreement on identity
of phones 87%

5) Pause 75%

6) Insertion and Omission of punctuation 72%
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Table 4

Frequencies of Agreement
on Error Categories

WORDS TRANSCRIBED BY PAIR 2 AND PAIR 3
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correct 1.518 6 9 2 0 0 1. 3 0 b. a.,
.

0

.

real. word
substitution

29 58 7 0 0

.

0 0 0 0 0 0

phonetically
transcribed
substitution

N.

7 7 62 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

real word
insertion

1

r

1 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 I 0

phonetically
transcribed
insertion

0 0 1 0

)

0 0 0 0 0 0

.

0

repetition 1. 0

.

0 1 1 30 0 3 0 1. 0

omission 2 2 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 0

correction 9 0 0 0 0 3 0 38 0 0 0

not
transcribable

1 0 2 0 0 0 I 0 0 4 0

not coded n.a. 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 n.a. 0

reply to

Iprompt
0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.2
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PART THREE

TRANSCRIPTION SYSTEM MANUAL
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TRANSCRIPTION SYS= MANUAL

I. INTRODUCTION

The Reading Error ProttoOl Study (REPS) is a oolleotion of the
transcribed reading protocols of 513 subjeots. In some oases subjeots
read more than one text. The majority of the oases, however are of a
few texts read by many subjeots. Regardless of how many texts subjeots
read or of Warsaw times a text Li, read, the basio organisational unit
of this study is the reading of one text by one subjeot.

Leatilaal famagamata

There are up to tour oomponents in this unit, and they appear in
the following order:

(1) a heading listing ambled egg lily jaracetimi

(2) the jassaarAntAna of the oral reading;

(3) (optional) a Detests, seotioul

(ii) (optional) a transoription of the subjeots' men of the
story.

(1) makiestmullatkintiaciatial The following information is oontained
in the heading.

(a) &wee: A three letter oode in upper oase whioh is an abbrevi-
ation for the name of the source of the data.

(b) Tic.: The name or oode number of the text being read.

(o) /goo The number 'of the oassette tape and the pleas on the
tape whioh.00ntains the subjeot's oral reading.

(a) grads: The subjeot's grade in sohool; a two digit oode ranging
from 01 to 12.

(e) IQ: A three digit spode ranging from 001 to 999. The oode
indicates the subjeot's number within a data source and within
a-grade. The full student identifioation consists, therefore,
of (Souroe)-(Grade) -(ID). An eighth-grader from Goodman's
data might be OMR-08-003, while a first-grader from Weber's
data would be, say, WU-01-002. If there were 15 first -
grader's from given study, say Tamor's, then those 15 sub-
jeots would have full ID oodes from TAM-01-001 to TAM-01-015,
inolusive.
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(f) Ajjo Subject's age (if available).

(g) Am Subject's sex (if available; voices and names do not
always provide oonolusive evidence as to gender).

(h) jumagalv Subjeot's ethnicity (if available).

IL) lusugg lamas Reading ability information about the subject
(when available) either

(1) computed from the subject's reading errors (many of the
subjects read a standardised oral reading test); or

(2) from other reading measures. The information is not uni-
formly provided throughout the study. When it is pro-
vided, it usually takes the form of grade level
equivalenoe.

(2) /ha Imahhariatihn sheik.

The text format which appears in this report was developed
exolusively for the laggagrAnMen of the oral reading. The format is
not intended to represent the- appearance of the stimulus materials
presented.to the readers, in the tape ..reoording situation.

The text to triple-spaced to allow room for the transoription nota-
tion, above the line of text. The point in the text where the subject
beginsreading is-marked by "START" unlessotherwiairindicated. In some
cases the subjeot read the first one or two paragraphs without errors.
These were omitted from the report to save-space since the transcription
sheets would simply have been text, without -any-error notation. A note
is made in luoh cases to indicate the amount the subjeot read without
errors. The point where the subjeot ends reading is marked by "STOP".

The paragraphs are numbered, and the sentencea within a paragraph
are numbered. The sentence numbers begin with 010 at the start of each
new paragraph. The purpose of the numbering is to allow reference, in
the footnotes, to a specific line of text.

13 }-Font etas.

The transoription ,system oan represent errors of great oomplexity.
Partly -responsible for this power is the convention for footnoting.
When. the,- notation for-a particular error does not . fit between the
triple.40aoed lines of tort; it'is moved to the footnote section.
ExrOrielwhioh ,might otherwise be reoonstruoted ambiguously are also
placecrip_a..,.fooknote.-to_yield._a_olear,..reoonstruotion. .There are three
forma 0e-the footnotes (s) ggaliggitilgg LOMA which-le the overflow of
an error-notation which oculd'aot fit onto the transoription sheet; (b)
ALUM= tagar'whiohlis the same as on the transcription
eheet-were there enough room; (oylinearygm'whioh direotly captures
the flow of auditory events through-time. (See section VI)
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(4) IsailLbea
One source of data, Goodwin, made available the subjects' oral

recalls of the texts they had just read. Theae recalls and question-
answer interchanges are transcribed and attached as the final component
of the individual subject/text unit.
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II. GUIDE TO INTERPRETING THE TRANSCRIPTION SYSTEM

(A) Dal Killignit

For the purposes of this study the following terminological oonven-,
tions have been adopted.

2XXV Unless otherwise speoified, /gait. refers to the printed material
being read by the subjeot (as opposed to more abstraot cognitive and
linguistio interpretations of the term).

Ungmangummo the oral response that would be produoed by a mature
reader who is reading a text with oomprehension.

MEM aSSPONsgs the oral response.aotually produoed by a subject
reading the text orally.

DULL IMAM jam a deviation of the observed response from the
expeoted response.

IMULUILIUMMTRAuscRIPTT0N4. a written desoription of the subjeot's oral
reading. This transoription allows the reoonstruotion of the' auditory
version of the-subjeots's oral reading. It oaptures, within reasonable
aoouraoy, the nature and the sequenoe of the original. The transorip-
tion takes the form of a printed text onto which the reading errors have
been superimposed.

MOW The basio unit of this study, the "' is defined as an ortho-
graphio lexical item, i.e., word boundaries are determined by the
printers' convention of spaos (exoeptions are oertain long hyphenated
sequenoes, e.g., *come -ss -you -are party" in whioh oases the hyphens are
ignored and treated as spaces).

iNTICTISZTAM a printed text word without any reading error notation
assooLated with it. As a rule, when a word is read as expeoted, it
reosives no notation and'is thereby an intsgastja06=1.

kr Zama: a printed text word whioh is not read when the ori-
ginal reading performanoe is be0g.r000netruoted from the transoription
sheet. Any tine.that hand-written material appears immediately-above a
text line, this material is read instead of the text words direotly
beneath it. Those text words, then, are said to be disolaoti by the
hand - written material.

jjAL,Mgmmo a lexical item that is part of spoken English.

laugghluan$um a non-word series of sounds that may or may not oon
form to English pronunoiation rules.

rignigvings; the span of oontiguous text words that are involved in a
single error. This is a term -that faoilitates the desoribing of ,a0serv.
Alag'bohavior, and is in no way intended to represent the aoanitive
scope of the error.
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Ialhartgarana. (e.g., substitution, insertion, eta.): the set of work
ins labels systematically assigned to various types of observable read-
ing behavior. The use in this study of aostegorieso differs from the
traditional use in this field of researoh. In the usual interpretation
the segmentation of the raw data into mutually exclusive oategories
involves making inferences about the reader's cognitive behavior. The
use in this study of "oategoriese is intended, as muoh as possible, to
facilitate the reliable description of observable behavior, not of oog
nitive behavior.

(B)ZtRoDUcTION,inZEIffarjagnina

Below is a list of the basin error types. They form the building
blocks of the transcription system. From these notations, any, compli-
cated oral reading error clan be reoonstruoted, given an understanding of
the sequenoing rules.

In a later section of this mantle' these categories will be
presented in various oombinations to form oomplex errors.

SILRELLtAtiOn

lignailAso observed response is a real word or nonsense utter
awe that differs from the expected response.

1) rialmarstmlialitatilaa

tea: the observed response is written in lower oaf'
manuscript letters above the text word(s).

giggaLleg:

+6.
TEXT: THE NAME OP BIS SISTER IS JANE

Amagatmid0 the name of the sister is Jane.
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ogiCZ
TEXT: THE NAME OF HIS SISTER IS JANE

glaalUalAWA: the name office sister is Jane.

his big
TEXT: THE NAME OF 4HE SISTER IS JANE

=Lica zmat: the name of his big sister is Jane.

2) asinswEL, Atiacono.

the observed response is transcribed above the text
word(s) in phonetic notation enclosed by brackets

[nteni
TEXT: THE NAME OF HIS SISTER IS JANE

AWCUMIXMAI: the Enum] of his sister is Jane

woes

TEXT: MOTHER WAVES 000DBYR TO FATHER

AWalluamigg0 mother Di] waves goodbye to father.

lativ The "c- " refers to a self-oorreotion. Refer to the
category *Correotion" below for an explanation of the nota-
tion.

subject product's no observable response to the text
word(s) but does produce at least the beginning of
the expected response to the text word immediately
following the omitted response. Note that salt
vord, not portions of words, are the units of omis-
sion.
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natal= omitted wares) are circled on the line of text.

1) single word omission

TEXT: THEY ARE PLAYING THE GAME

LWALUILIZEM they are playing the game

2) multiple-word omission

TEXT: THEY ARE PLAYING

lutassaraggl: they are playing game

GAME

3) oontraat between substitution and omission

Play
TEXT: THEY ARE PLAYING WITH THE GAME

hakisat they are play with the game

Example 3 is treated as a substitution, not an
omission of "-in*, since the unit of desoription
is the word.
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Laisoion oL asootaitioa

ion: subject fails to produce, at phrase, clause or son-
tepee boundaries, the intonation which is expected
considering the immediate punctuation. The punctua-
tion marks affeoted by this category are periods,
commas, and semicolons. The most frequent
occurrence involves omissions of periods. In such
oases subjects failed to exhibit either a)

sentence-final intonation on the word(s) immediately
prior to the notation, or b) sentence-initial into-
nation on the word(s) immediately following the
notation (see also "Insertion of punctuation"). The
notation is primarily employed to indicate speoial
oases and is not usually employed to indicate a
reader's general monotonio intonation.

nets:

.021111214t

a null sign, i.e., circle with a lash through it,
is superimposed on an "omitted" period, comma, or
semicolon.

TEXT: JOHN WENT TO THE STOR," IN THE

MORNING, HE ATE HIS FOOD.

&aunt mutt John went to the store in the morning,
he ate his food.

forzookion

gottoitiong subject produces an error or series of
given portion of the text, followed by
response for that portion of text.

MAMAJAZO the expected response is written in
letters with a "o" and a dash to the
word.
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C-1 4/e

love
TEXT: THEY LIVE IN THE CITY

Subjeqt read: they love live in the city

c tends

Ct.]
TEXT: SHE TENDS THE GARDEN

3ubiect read: she Et3 tends the garden

Apsertion

stainitagn: subject produces a response in the absence of a text
word.

notation: the observed response is written in lower case
manuscript letters above the place in the text when
it occurs and a carat (A) is placed in the text at
the point where it occurs.

amnia

of
TEXT: FATHER DOES ALLAHIS WORK AT THE OFFICE

paiect nal: father does ell of his work at the office

Note: It is sometimes difficult to determine whether an error is an
insertion or a substitution. In these cases the error is arbi-
trarily treated as a substitution. In making this deciaion there
is no claim intended that the error is in fact a substitution as
opposed to an insertion. For example, the following error could in
principle be coded as an insertion or a substitution plus correc-
tion because it is not clear what the stimulus for the response is.
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then
a) insertion: TEXT:

/1
THEY DRY THE DISHES Daerregt

G-they
-Awn

b) substitution: TEXT: THEY DRY THE DISHES

LladitalleAs10 then they dry the dishes

Alternative (b) has arbitrarily been °boson as the oorreot
transcription although either (a) or (b) is oonsistent with the
subject's reading.

Insertion L alinatoatioa.

definition: the insertion notation is also used when a reader,
through his sentenoe intonation, seems to be seg-
menting the text improperly. A period or oomma is
"inserted" in the transoription to indioste that the
reader's intonation was in a000rd with suob a modif-
ication to the text's punotuation. As in the oase
of omission of punotuation, periods are affeoted
most frequently. In suob oases the notation indi-
cates that the reader exhibited either a) sentenos-
final intonation on the word(s) immediately prior to
the notation, or (b) sentenoe-initial intonation on
the word(s) immediately following the notation.

matillamp period or.00mma is plaoed above the point in the
text where it was inserted by the reader, and a
carat is plaoed in the text at the point when, it
occurs. The inserted period or oomsa is oiroled for
greater visibility.

TEXT: JOHN BECAME SAPAFTER HIS MOTHER LEFT.
A
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Renetitio4

aaJamv subject produces the same observed response more
than once.

2211114M0 if the observed response is the same as the expected
response, then the repeated word(s) are simply
underlined in the text. If a substituted word is
repeated, that handwritten word is underlined.

a) TEXT: THE BIG HOUSE IS RED

AWLUAGIMASI: the big big house is red

hISL
b) TEXT: THE BIG HOUSE IS RED

AWL 0. ALI: the bag bag house is red

lieriGaiktiM subject hesitates
the production of

a slash is placed
of the pause.

ASAMMIII0

TEXT: IT WAS A/ LENGTHY TRIP

sine, et it was a <pause> lengthy trip

for more than 2 seconds between
expected responses.

on the line of text at the point



notation

issaragi:

a) prompt

TEXT: THE

b)

subject produces no observed response. Teacher or
tester produces the expected response. Subject then
produces the expected response or goes to the next
word.

a "P" is written above the text word which is
prompted (or above the first word in a multiple-word
prompt). The subject's response, if there is one,
is written in manuscript lower ease letters follow-
ing the P. A dash is place between the P and the
Subject's response. If the prompt had been a
multiple-word prompt, the student's response to it
is written in lower-case letters above the text,
with dashes between the prompted words.

followed by expected response

F16006
LENGTHY TRIP WAS PUN

MULASHLMWO the <teacher says lengthy>
lengthy trip was fun

prompt followed by error response

F1' lertefil

TEXT: THE LENGTHY TRIP WAS FUN

allbmixtual0 the <teacher says lengthy>
length trip was fun



c) Multiple-word prompt followed by expeoted
response to prompted words

FL4b16011,d1.;p

TEXT: THE LENGTHY 'TRIP WAS FUN

zgbiect 11AM the <teacher says "lengthy trip"
lengthy trip was fun

d) no response to prompt

P
TEXT: THE LENGTHY TRIP WAS FUN

St read: the <teaoher says "lengthy") trip was fun
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III. SEQUENCING RULES

The purpose of the Reading Error Prot000l Study is to Provide a
datz. base of oral reading errors which can be analyzed in many different
ways. The transoription system therefore tries to present the data as
01044Y as possible to its original form. That is, as little inferen-
tial categorizing as possible has been done. The data has not been
coded so much as it has been transferred from an auditory medium to a
visual one. Users of the REPS data should be able to make their own
inferences about the data and categorize it aocordingly. To provide the
user with such a data base required the establishment of a set of
sequencing rules. These rules allow the user to unambiguously reproduce
the flow of oral reading events through time. There are three basic
devices used to capture the sequence:

(A) "S- pattern" rules

(B) numbering

(C) footnotes.

These devices, to be explained shortly, are ordered, Device (A) is
used unless it oannot unambiguously represent the error, in which case
device (B) is employed. As a last resort, devioe (C) is used if either
of the earlier steps prove to be inadequate. Below are discussions of
the first two of these devices: "S- pattern" rules and "numbering" rules.
A separate section on "footnote" 000veotiocs follows later in this
manual.

(AL) "S.- tern" 9t sums lit17,WTIAWLAutlwlampURIam

As mentioned when substitutions were defined, a hand-written nota-
tion above the text line is read instead of the text words over which
the notation appears. The direction of the flow of reading fa from
left-to-right until the displaoed text word is encountered, at which
point the substituted word above the displaoed text word is read. In
the simple oase of a one-word substitution error, then, the flow would
look like this:

rPhOtS41
TEXT: THE --tREDJ HOUSE OVER -4 THERE

AWILUMULZAWL: the red horse over there is mine
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If more than one attempt has been made at the text word, the attempts
are stacked above the text word. The REPS transcription system employs
three levels above the text line for each stacking. The first attempt
at the word is hand..written immediately above the text word; this will
be referred to as lialUa411. The second attempt is hand-written immedi-
ately above that, on level #2. Finally, a third attempt is stacked on
the top, at lialia411. (Errors requiring more than three levels will be
discussed shortly.) The various levels are indicated in the following
diagram:

ose Level #3

KOMC Level #2

hoe Level #1
4Om.M...11.4bM40.M

THE RED HOUSE OVER THERE IS MINE butt Ana

Alilassagml: the red horse, home, hose over there is mine.

In this case the flow (i.e., the sequence of observed responses) is
represented by the following line:

to___10 SI

kOri1;)

TEXT: THE -.RED HOUSE ',OVER "THERE

The pattern is like that of an "S":
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Level #1 is always read instead of the text words immediately below.
Levels #2 and #3, however, temporally follow level #1 and are never read
instead of (i.e., displace) the entries on level #1. This pattern is
useful when more complicated errors occur. Consider a multiple-word
substitution and repetition sequence like the following:

14'e red \louse,
red Viorse,

ride horse
TEXT: THE RED HOUSE OVER THERE IS MINE

St:Meet:ma: the ride horse, red horse, the
red house over there is mine

To aocount for the above complicated example, a more complete way of
describing the S- pattern rule is as follows.

1-2atilara

1 Read from.left to right until a word with notation above it is
encountered.

2 Proceed to level #1 and read from left to right all adjacent words
on that level.

3 When all adjacent words on level #1 are read and a blank space is
encountered, proceed as follows:

a) if on level #2 there is notation immediately above any por-
tion of the notation just read on level #1, then proceed to
the left-most entry (within the scope of the error) on level
#2. Repeat step 3a with respect to entries on level #3.

or

b) if there is no error notation on level #2, prooeed to the
first diataot .12211 ,mod (see definitions) following the nota-
tion on level #1.

In the example above there is an entry on level #2. After complet-
ing level #1, proceed up to the left-most Word on level #2 and all adja-
cent words on the level would be read from left-to-right. Since there
still remains a notation entry above level #2, =would move up to that
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level and read from left-to-right. Only when all notational levels were
exhausted would one return to the text. The reentry to the text would
be at the first intact text word ("OVER") after the displaced words or
the error ("RED HOUSE").

The S-pattern is as follows:

ethe.4red-i.kousei
rreci-,horse)
rricle-Aors4D

TEXT: WISE RED ROUSE -AVER -- ',THERE CIS MINE

Note that the text word "THE,' was not displaced nine the entry above it
is at level #3. Only if an entry appeared at level #1 would "THE" have
been displaced.

One of the main motivating factors in the developient of the
sequencing rules has been the need to clearly and simply represent the
ocmplex repetitions that take place in oral reading. The following two
examples demonstrate how such cases are handled. Note that oorreot
responses, as well as error responses, are hand-written above the line
of the text and are inoluded within the soope of the error. This is
done when it is necessary to unambiguously represent the temporal
events. Such a practice distinguishes the system as a tponlemintien
system, rather than &listing system.

+he red house over 41.1iere is

house over +hem is

our then
a) TEXT: THE RED HOUSE OVER THERE IS MINE
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5134JeQI XIII: the red house our then house
over them is the red house
over there is mine

!Anedipletwse.4_,)

illorse-overvi-Viet)b) TEXT: THE-4RED HOUSE OVER THERE S-sHINE

Subleet read; the red horse over there
red house is mine

To review the terms up to this point, the following diagram is
presented:

01.4.0..4001P......
4.0.01...MMmOdmM41.040.i,M OP

red house
OPOD4M .P.P.MMOI..*.MNO.O

horse over +6re
THE RED HOUSE OVER THERE IS

Displaced-text words

Scope of the error

lr
Intact Intact
text text
word word

Level #3

Level #2
w ftModIP014.40.00.40MWOM

Level #1
W d1M41WOOMM.W.MMdMODM

tau Tut. Intl
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(3.) balm=
A numbering system is employed to disambiguate the sequencing when

there are 1) adjacent errors, 2) gaps within a level, 3) awkward errors,
and 4) errors that cross lines of text. The numbers appear as hand-
written Arabic numerals within circles.

(1) Min.= lErs2E1

The S -pattern relies on there being an Iptact EgrA as a
right -hand boundary to the scoot g error. (the left-hand boundary
varies acoording to the reader's regressions in the text). When there
are two adjsoent errors, numbering is usually necessary to correctly
derive the sequence. Consider the text line: SHE DOES ALL HER WORK WITH
GREAT CARE. If the child reads: "green, gray, grain" for GREAT, and
then reads "oar, can, cane" for CARE, the S -pattern would predict an
incorrect sequence:

csraina.co.ne /Kowa
ora.y.as coat)

iireen4c04.17)

SHE DOES ALL HER WORK WITH GREAT CARE

II-jarderA =di nt : she does all her work with green
oar grey can grain cane

fiallult,rmil: she does all her work with green grey
grain osre can cane

Therefore, the following numbering is used:

13) 3ro.in oiltcoe

(2) gray 4:1:0(o.n

p green Oc,a,r
TEXT: ...HER WORK WITH GREAT CARE
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lablitaxmaa: ...her work with green
gray grain oar oan cane

(2) sagaidtbilAjazia
When there are gaps within a level, numbering is necessary. Con-

eider the following example:

dots a1I her work

work

any her work
TEXT: SHE DOES ALL HER WORK WITH GREAT CARE

lialbexmai: she does any her work all work
she does all her work with great oars

The 3-pattern sequenoing rules would produce the following
incorrect order:

sVie*doesbeil-phombwork

a140 work

hany.4her.pwor0
TEXT: SHE-0)0W ALL HER WORK WITH4OREAT4CARE

111=8110.

Seturtisum predicts; the does any her work all she
does all her work with great oars

The 3-pattern rule cannot direct the interpreter to produce the
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level #2 word, "work." There is a gap on lever 02 above the text word
"HER ". Ampording to the 3-pattern rule, that gap signals that all the
adjaaent words on level #2 have been aonsumed in the left-to-right
sweep. The interpreter would then move upward sines level #3 has
entries.

Such a problem is clarified by using numbers in the following
manner:

Slold a6114 ad l her work

pall elotork
Comity ter work

SHE DOES ALL HER WORE WITH GREAT CARE

aphisat gjiM she does any her work all work she does all her work with
great *are

A number direots the interpreter to read all adjacent words follow-
ing the number until either a gap or a different number is enoountered
on that level. When either the gap or the different number is enooun
tired, the interpreter then seeks the oiroled number whiob is one higher
than the numbered word(s) he just finished reading.

(3) aslasztArzaca

Sometimes numbers are used even though the 3-pattern rule is able
to produoe the proper sequenoe. In errors that are strung out over
large areas, or when the error spans two linos for inatanoe, it is dif-
fioult to view the soope of the error as a whole. Numbering makes it
easier for the interpreter to quickly r000nstruot suoh sequenoes. For
example:

0-the
0 +he

TEXT: THE

+rd.; n arrived on 4'me

TRAIN ARRIVL. ON TIME

jiladmsamad: the train arrived in the train the train
arrived on time
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(4) ArriZral that arm& Una aL At=

Numbering is also sometimes used when an error extends from the end
of one text line to the beginning of the next text line.

S +Pune-

Sirong
TEXT: THEY BRING STRANGE

Ocutumals

(Damn-leas

ANIMALS FROM DENSE JUNGLES TO OUR ZOOS

Ambjaariat: they bring strong animals strange
animals from dense jungles to our zoos

In this example numbering is necessary to avoid producing the'incorrect
sequence: strong strange animal animal.
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IV. COMPLEX ERRORS

The simple error Wogs:Ties intraduaed earlier are the building
blooka which, when a000mpanied by the sequencing rules are used to
represent with clarity errors of great oowplexity. Self..00rreotiona and
repetitions contribute most frequently to the complexity of an error.
The following examples cover a broad range of complex errors with an
emphasis on the struts of oorreotions and repetitions.

Ankatitaign.

Carreatiagamubatitutimpio When a substitution error is aorreoted
a fla" is planed before the aorreot response. For heuristic rev.
62111, this notation was not used in the 'motion on "Sequencing
Rulee."'Im many of the examples in that section the "o-w should
teehaieallY have appeared. All subsequent examples employ this
notation.

SZAMR2A0
cred

ride
TEXT: THE RED HOUSE

Anklagaixast: the ride red house

Saab aorreoted ward is marked 00-0.

=mils:

c.rui cNoom
ride horse.

TEXT: THE RED HOUSE

2.1111121JAWW0 the ride horse red house
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Only the first appearance of a corrected word is marked Itc-" if the
correotion should be repeated.

=mass

+tie red c-kovse
c- red horse

ride Horse.
TEXT: THE RED HOUSE

AWIDASNIZAIWO the rids horse red horse
the red house

Limiaslan

The role of omissions in complicated errors was disoussed earlier
in the section on sequencing rules. Complicated omissions partly
motivate the introduction of our numbering devioe. It should be
remembered that the simplest oases of.cmission involved the air-
oling of the text word. No circling takes plaoe on any of the lev-
els above the text line. Omissions above the text line are Lodi-
acted by gaps. Numbering is required to bridge the gap.

=maw

(106;s (beanie
obig boy cams

TEXT: THE BIO BOY CAME OVER

Aajgaugd: the big boy came big came over

rfinrriudign at, minima No "c-" is used to correct omissions. The
correct word is all that is used.
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TEXT: TEE

big Ley 4364.

bey arne.
ROY CAMS OVER

badjwainals the boy came big boy came over

An exception to the rule of no circling above the line of text con-
cerns ssamignaatagnataatui. If, for instance, a "run-on" frag-
ment 000urs on an upper level, the omission of punctuation notation
is used. Note that correction of the error is done by placing the
appropriate punctuation on that upper level.

He came over.
He came over,
He aunt over

TEXT: NE CAM OVER

,Early

early

Early the
EARLY THE NEXT...

AgOleet_ggga: He came over. Early the he cams over
early he came over. Early the next...

Inearilen

In simple cases, insertions are represented by a carat at the line
of text and the inserted word written in on level 01. In oompli.
cited errors, no oarat is used above the line of text. The
inserted word is wedged in as much as possible. If it cannot fit
without confusion, it is placed in a footnote where a greater
amount of space is available.

sarztatianallmittim, No oo" is used for correcting insertion.
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tie 1);3 boyl)eciaNe
bk3lAki boy

1314 bo1 gave
TEXT: THE RIGA BOY GAVE US A SCARE

AWMUNIIImWO the big bad boy swig the
big bad boy the big boy he
gave us a soars

As in the case of omission of punotuation, tnimartiatataimatatioa
is the only exception oonoorning oarat notation above the line of
text. Note also that oorreotion of suoh an error is done simply by
indicating oorreot punctuation (in this oase, no punotuation).

IZA11212:

He Leveikt at the
He 1:10114 iiR At ik

He Li?
TEXT: HE BOUGHT IT AT THE STORE

WILLimaX3WWL: he bought it at he bought
it. At the he bought it
at the store.

Hanatitlipa

In simple oases, text words whioh are repeated are underlined. In
sore oomplioated errors, a substitution format is required in whioh
even oorreotly read words oan appear on level #1. This is done to
indicate how far forward the subjeot read before regressing.
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c-wan 413 go

walita ib so +0

TEXT: as WANTED TO GO TO HAWAII

mutat mod: he waited to go to Hawaii
wanted to go

Repetitions above the line of text oan be underlined (as in the
oase of simple repetitions) if that does not introduce confusion.
Note that in such oases, the interpreter must read the underlined
word or words twice before progressing. Multiple underlining' are
also possible.

.examas. :

c- wrote very,

weties vary
TEXT: HE WROTE VERY RAPIDLY

Auklutzgid: he writes very writes
very wrote wrote wrote very
rapidly

Correotion Igg titiga. There is no correction notation for a
repetition.
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ZABEL

The pause slash can be written on any line. Roughly two aeoonde
remains the criterion for pauses even in compliosted errors.

mgamnia:

the ct;
c. saw 4.61/

says itley t i ke/
TEXT: HE SAW THE LIGHT

Avaditaxmad: he says they like <pause>
saw they <pause> the light

Correetiambutligmg. There is no correction notation for pauses.
V

Prompt

It the tester gives misleading prompt whloh causes the eubjeot to
produce an error, the prompt is marked with it "P*" and'the prompt
explained in a footnote. The asterisk in this case is not a
sequencing instruction but rather is an informational marker. It
indicates that an explanation for an error is found in the toot-
notes (in the example below, the quotes indicate Ntesoher"'or Ntes-
ter* talk, and the unmarked words indioste the ohild reading).
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9. YnAtA0KI ;6

Olittloiher is
TEXT: MOTHERHOOD IS ALL IT IS CRACKED UP TO Be

Um= afootnote =IL mign gni: "mother" mother is "no, that's
motherhood" motherhood is all it is cracked up to be

If a prompt induces a repetition of words prior to the prompted
word, the "P" is on one level and the repetition above it.

saisonla:

wi.141 great

1)
greet

TEXT: OR DOES HIS WORK WITH GREAT CARS

subject =AM he does his work with greet
"great" with great care

Correctiontutnrcmnts. No "c -" is used when a child corrects due
to a prompt.

lanneibable se not ixtusziked: (ow zotatioro

This notation indicates that a tape malfunction, poor recording
quality, or A slurred oral production caused the reading to be
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indecipherable. NT is written above the portion of the text and
the soope of the problem 13 indicated by lining out the text.

NT
TEXT: 14ENENT-2W20TIEWESIll-10-11er.

In some oases only a small portion of a lengthy substitution error
°enact be distinguished. In such cases, "NT" appears among the
substitution levels and the text is not lined out.

ComeAi7

NT
Ewayell

TEXT: HE WENT INTO THE WATER

Wawa" Ludt he Ewe, wet] NT went into the water
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V. PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS

Phonetic) transcription is employed in the following oases.

(1) Nonsense is recorded phonetioslly. This is by far the most
frequent applioation of phonetic notation.

(2) Real words pronounoed with a distinct aberration from expeotau.
tion. Examples include stressing improper syllables or elongating
vowels or consonants.

(3) "Chance* produotions of real words in the midst of an elaborate
sounding-out. it times an English string is produoed eandwiohed between
utterly unintelligibleounds,,but the subject's apparent laok of reoog-
nition of word'suggests it was a meaningless, random produotion.

WU at Ilia &atm
To represent nonsense utteranoes and abnormal pronunoiations, a

quasi -phonetic.aoript is employed. Although throughout the manual the
soript will be referred to as "phonetio*, it is really a hybrid of
phonetic and phonemio systems, The reason for the mixture is as fol.
lows. When younureaderaare attempting to sounds'out words, the nature
of the utterances is of interest. One might be able to infer something
about their:Atm:Wing strategies if one could aoourately desoribe the
sounds and compare them with the visual stimuli. however, a fine
phonetic, analysis'is extremely ties..eonsuming, and even with suoh a time
expenditure the return may be limited. An alternative strategy, then,
might be to transcribe the immune with a phonemic representation.
However, a phonemic,' system implies a system of abstriot sound (gasses,
the members of which have * predictable auditory realization in a given
sound environment. In addition, the phonemio ',lass,i are defined on the
basis .of their members' ability to produce semantic 'distinotions in a
given language. Using phonemio notation for the errors fails for
several reasons. In the first plaoe, the nonsense utteranoes literally
do not make sense. This violates the integrity of the meaning distino -
tions that defined the phonemio classes. That weakness might be toler-
able, but many of the deooding sounds 000ur in olusters that English
phonemios does not predict (for example, atpiration.of stops after sibi
.lants). Furthermore, some of the sounds are totally foreign to English
(for example, a voioeless bilabial fricative) and would laok a phonemic
symbol.

Therefore, a compromise system was adopted that employs some of the
prediotability of .a phonemio system and some of the speoifioity of a
phonetic system.. The set of symbols is adapted from Ladefoged, and

Peter Ladefoged. A..015UPAA j yhonatip40 (New York: Haroourt,
Hrioe,'Ilovanovica, 1975),
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appears in the tables found in this seotion.

The following special notational conventions are employed in order
to capture the linguistic events unique to oral reading and in order to
facilitate the difficult transoription deoisions that arise in oases of
poor audio-tape fidelity.

(1) alianta at Mai asma asittiga at ars1

notation: each attempt is separated by °comas

[SleiSZt sear]
TEXT: SATURDAY

(2) =mat= .2L acia-atait mum=
notation: dashes are,plaosd between the repeated symbols (where the

number of repeated symbols is a rough measure of relative
length).

gasapla:

6+Sattral
TEXT: SATURDAY (where the "s" was held)

(3) Bittiumnimuabia um& act (indicating abrupt or
unoxpeoted pronunoiation)

notation: dashes are plaoed between the syllables

ES tOr-del
TEXT: SATURDAY
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(3) kaaLlinsalszlinitaaatzgagias
WAWA: dashes are plaosd between ospital letters, the whole word

being enolosed in parentheses.

TEXT: ACUTE

(5) IndiatiaatinaLamanut.
=WI= glottal stop 2

AMME11.10 In the example below, it is unoletr whether the reader
said (saa)3,(swt 3, or some other final oonsonant. The
oonvention is oases of indsoision is to use a glottal
stop. Note, therefore, that the set of oases of
syllable -final glottal stop inoludes both aotual oases of
glottal stops and'those unolear oases whioh were assigned
a glottal stop symbol.

CSle]
TEXT: SAD

(6)

AW sobwa 3

manly As in the oase of a glottal stop being used in plaoe of
an indistinct consonant, the schwa is used in the oase of
indsoision about vowel quality

TEXT: CHOP
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(7) Aspiration, generally marked by a supersoript Mho', is not
indicated in our system.

Utterances in phonetic script are enolosed in brackets, e.g.,
E.I.These bracketed units operate in the sequencing rules just like real
words do. There are, however, a few liberties taken. With real word
substitutions, each new attempt at a given text word requires a new
level. Nonsense notations, however, can be bunohed up on one level as
long as they do not extend too far beyond the space bounding the text
word below.

axashat:

[6a, bifisir]

0:10,60C4644
TEXT: IT .WAS A BEAUTIFUL DAY

Bub ject read: it was a [be, bes.1:400W, bi rot- ] day

Note that in this example the braoketing is an arbitrary segmenting of
the phonetic string (Neob000baolblIbiterj. The segmentation was done
merely to comply with the sequenoing rules. If the elements in level #2
had been left on level #I in one long horizontal string of phonetic
notation, some of it would surely have extended over onto the following
word 'TAM This would then suggest that the subject was substituting
nonsense for both "BEAUTIFUL" and "DAY", which is not the case.
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Table 5

Symbols for Transcribing
English Vowels

Most Syllables Syllables Syllables
Closed Open Closed Closed Closed

i7;ls Syllables Syllables EY rrl By (91 By £l1

i beat bee beer (leash)

t bit sing wish

et bait bay bare

e bet length fresh

m bat hang crash

a hot eh bar slosh

O bought saw bore long (wash)

00 boat low (boar)

o good push

u boot boo tour

A but hung crush

at bite buy fire

ao bout bough hour

0t void boy (coir)

ju cute cua pure

Or purr
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Table 6

Symbols for Transcribing
English Consonants

p pie pea

t tie tea

k kye key

b by bee

d dye D

S guy

m my me ram

n nigh knee ran

13 rang

f fie fat

vie V

6 thigh

a thy thee

s sigh sea

z (zoo) Z mizzen

I shy she mission

5 vision

I lie lee

w Why we

rye re

J you ye

h high he

ti chi(me) chea(p)

d3 ji(ve) G

r intervocalic t and d (writer, rider)
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Symbol

Table 7

Other Transcription Symbols

glottal stop

nasalisation (appears over a vowel, e.g., (wet] went)

4 devoicing

elongation of vowels

(dash) (1) between-syllable break in words

(2) spelling of word (accompanied by
capital letters: C-4-4)

(3) elongation on non-stop consonants

(comma) repeated attempts at ^ame portion of word
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VI. FOOTNOTING CONVENTIONS

amseralo There are three forms of footnotes: 1) continuation form,
2) diagram form, and 3) linear form. The pontinuation am allows the
first three levels of a simple error to be placed on the transcription
sheet with the overflow on a footnote sheet. The diairta am is the
preferred form. It employs 3-pattern and numbering rules to represent
an error. The only difference is that there is no three -level space
limitation on the diagram. The linear Lora is the last resort to cap-
ture the sequence of events in an error. The error is simply written
out from left-to-right and down the page. Various conventions allow one
to distinguish between child and tester, between reading and talking,
and between transoribed material and interpretive comments by the bran.
soriber.

Tim Aglaia (0)

The asterisk has a specific meaning in the transcription system.
It means "leave the text at this point," 1.41.1 it is a sequencing
instruction directing the interpreter to the footnotes to find the
immediate continuation of the reading reconstruction. The footnote sec-
tion contains (1) nacaggank Asui agniann =nt az sugc, (2)

AgatliAlati2af Masa acii la the Lo a, and (3) an
unambiguous signal =gala the axial mint .01,40.112a intiancear
zi...ntarm he Ida. This will become olear with a presentation of the
three footnote forms. (NOTE* in rare oases, an asterisk is used with a
prompt, "Ps". This does not mean "leave the text at this point," but
rather means that information other than the exaot text word was given
in the prompt. Though the information is then quoted in a footnote, the
asterisk does not function in its predominant role as a sequencing
instruotion. See "Prompts", page 9.)

rantiouatistaraza

In its simplest form, the footnote is merely extra space for one-
or two-word substitutions of more than three levels.

For example, a six level substitutions

01 ate*
01 i tilvt
olively

Text sections 5. 1. MARY HAD A LITTLE LAMB
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Footnote notion: 5;1 c.- little

e I e

ED tine.

alamarjuil: Mary had a lively, light, late,
line, let, little lamb

Note that the asterisk is plaoed immediately following the third substi-
tution. The interpreter is thereby inatruoted to eearoh in the foot-
notes for the continuation of the string of substitutions. The stacking
is numbered to reinforoe the connection between the text portion and the
footnote portion of the error. When the final substitution is read, the
interpreter returns to the text at the word immediately following the
scope of that substitution error.

The above example is of a simple, long substitution, usually
involving one text word and, at most, two. It was oharaoterised by one
portion of the diagram appearing in the text and another portion in the
footnote. In more complicated errors, the entire diagram goes into the
footnotes.

=Inn ZS=

The following error is too complicated for the three level tramp
soription sheet.

tle does al I

4. 3. HE DOSS ALL

srecti Care;

crciroo:t acre.

his work green cam
c- work

worry wit grown
HIS WORK WITH GREAT CARE

It would appear as follows. First, an asterisk is plaoed in the
text immediately before "HE". This tells the interpreter to move to the
footnote notion for a note marked by the appropriate paragraph and sen-
tence number; is this example, "413". The diagram would appear just as
it is above:
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fmtP91$40
'91 5 VA k great Care.

he does s work
c Work

worry

C-Sre.0-+- Cara
4A1 treen care.

w i 4.h green

HE. DOES Au.. His wrof04 WITH GREAT CARE

ZWILLMairald: he does all his worry with green, work, he does all his
work with green care, great oars, with great *are.

Note that in this example the text line appears represented by cap-
ital letters. In the oontinuation form example of a long, simple sub-
stitution, only the number levels ( 4 , 5 , 6 ) were written in the
footnote with no text indicated. There is a purpose for this: the capi-
tal letters serve in oomplioated errors to specify the point at whioh
one re-enters the text after reading the footnote. In the oontinuation
form, the interpreter is guided by the oiroled numbers and usually re-
enters the text at the word immediately following the long substitution
error. In the more oomplioated diagram-form errors, the words appearing
in capitals in the footnote displaoe their lower-oase oounterparts in
the text. When the reoonatruotion of the footnote is oomplete, the
interpreter knows from the upper-oase words where to re-enter the text.
The re-entry point is the first text word immediately following the die-
plaoed text words.

Consider the following sentenoe and its footnote:

3. 2. John went to the market to get some bananas

312
1- c+1.1e. c.rno.rke.+
1-45 in i s maker

yno. kerVaLlkti 40 irtit

walked by

WENT To THE, 141ARKELor-

The diagram produoes a sequence consistent with the 3-pattern; when
the reoonstruotion is completed, the interpreter is then instruoted to
re-enter the text immediately following MARKET. That point in the text
is the word !ton. Therefore,
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Subiact =am John walked by to walked to the maker to his maker to
the market to get some bananas.

Liana Eacia

An a last resort at oapturing the sequence of events in an error,
the error is simply written out with words flowing from left-to-right in
oorreapondenos with the temporal sequenoe of auditory events. The
linear form is generally used when utteranosa 000ur whioh ars
unrepresentable through the oonventions presented to this point. For
example, the subjeot may make an appeal for help on a partioular word or
there may be signifioant oonversational interohange between the subjeot
and the tester. The following oonventions, then, are used to distin-
guish among these various utteranoes in the footnotes

enhjeot reading; this is the unmarked oondition in whioh the observed
oral reading response is written simply in lammaii letters.

suttlact talking: when the subjeot direote a oomment to the tester or
other person in the tapedireoording environment, suoh sposoh is
written in linuoquagjjatigat bounded jag giggling aunties, 1 %

teeter, talking,: when the, tester or other person in the room direote
°assent to the subjeot, it is written in isdam-stims. letters,
hunded Az Ambit tea, " "

nonsanaft WAWA arsomiatica iffirlatana: are written in chomitut
Inumaziatiall Ulna kaaluits.: E 3.

diaplaX ,Qt lat leak: i s written in 225,Brala

transcriber goguatg: are written between arrow tea, < >. These
aan be inserted at any point in the footnote that the transoriber
oonsiders relevant.

Consider the following example:

4. 6. Then he went on a long journey to the mountain
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a2taara:
4,47 LON TouRNE.Y

let ) loi i oh, I see on
jury < lengtlly pause> " you
re.member +44- word -from Nies-
#tirciol #tio.+ you 1 oo i<e43 up ?

isoourn? ions sojourn " i\le?
by+ +ha-J-1s close" Cd3ar3 3 ourele.y
"ricilik " tone :1 oorne\/

Note that the displaced text is written in oapital litters next to
the sentence number identification. This upper oase string is the
amount of text displaced by the error. This is the signal to the inter-
preter that the point of re-entry into the text, after completing the
footnote sequence, is the text word immediately following this displaced
portion. In this example, we return to the text immediately after
",journey", at the word "to ".
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